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country for men to come who have
., asrhma? Twyman- "Yes, the girls
here are so dumb they can't tell it
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DOLZADELLI RECALLS SUPER YEAR
'2·7. LOBO. GRIDDERS
WERE UNDEFEATED
'FLYING WOP,' LONG, LEAD
COACH JOHNSON'S BOYS
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"The Great ~alculators"
··--Calendat;-Wifh-purchasecaf---· .-\'---~---·
an HP Calcuiator.
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limited quantities available

On Sunday last, the LOBO went
to the horne of Mr. John
Dolzadelli, halfback and premier
player on the undefeated and
beloved 1927 Lobo football team.
The sprightly, still-in,shape Mr.
Do\zadelli invited the LOBO
reporters into his lovely home and
after a tour of his yard inhabited by
three turtles, began to reminisce
about the undefeated tea'm of 1927·.
The Lobo eleven of that fateful
year played eight games, and won
all but one, tying Texas Western 6. 6. In those eight games, our Lobos
outscored their worthy opponents
by a 204-28 margin. Mr. Dolzadelli
said the competition was pretty
fierce that year even though the
scores were lopsided.
Mr .. Dolzadelli said, "The thing I
remember best about that team was
that the guys who played on it were
very close. We came from different
fraternities and there were many
independents but we were very close
on the football field."
The modest Mr. Dolzadelli liked
to talk more about the exploits of
his teammates rather than his own
accomplishments. Although Mr.

Dolzadelli was invited to participate
in the East-West Shriner game for
college seniors in 1928, he preferred
to talk about lineman Mannie
Foster whom Dolzadelli said would
have been selected as an AllAmerican if. he had played on a
college team in the east.
Mr. Dolzadelli, known as "the
tlying Wop" in his days as a Lobo
halfback couldn't recall many
specific incidents out of the '27
season; but said there wasn't as
much pressure to win in those days
as there is today.
He did remember his touchdown
pass to Malcolm Long in the 6-6 tie
with Texas Western in the final
·quarter that perserved tli"e perfect
season for the Lobos. "Malcolm
Long, we called him 'Squirt'
because he was so small, now Squirt
was in the huddle and he says, 'I
can get behind that safety, now
John, you just throw the ball as far
as you .can and I'll be there,' and I
did and ·he was there.';
The life of football players is
softer today than it was on the 1927
Lobos, Mr. Dolzadelli maintained.
"They're bigger and faster today,"
he said, "but I don't know if
they're any tougher. Now they've
got their socks and clean jerseys all
New Mexico
rolled up for them in a locker. In
DAILY LOBO
those days, if you wanted a clean
'Vol. 82
No. 39
pair of socks and a clean jock, you
381400
wore it into the shower."
'the NeW Mr:x1co Dr.~.lly LuUu 15 published
Mr. Dolzadelli said uniforms
Monday througl1 1-'riday every regular week
of the University .Year and weekly during the
were
hard to come by and coach
summer SL....Slon by tht' Board of Student
Publications of the Unlvcrslty of New MCll:ico
Johnson had little regard for sizes.
and Is not financially B$OCiatcd with UNM:
"He'd set the uniforms all up in a
Second class po5tagc paid at Albuquerque,
New Mcx:lco 87131. Subscription rate! is
pile and start throwing them out to
$10.00 for the ;academic ~·ear.
you. If you got a jersey that was too
The opinions ex:pr~d on the ..cdlt~rial
pages of TJ1e Daily Lobo are those of 'the
small, well, you had a jersey that
au~hor .solely. Unsigned opinion Is that or' the
was too small."
cd~torial ~ard of The IJ-d.ily Lobo. Nothing
When the Interview was
prmtcd m The Dall}' Lobo nc.ressa;rily
represents tbc l'iews of lhe Uni\·enity of New
completed,
Mr. Dolzadelli thanked
Mexico.
LOBO
for. _coming
by_and
-~::::::::::::::::::::===~the
invited
us back
____
_
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Feet in the sand make footprint, .
Feet in Birkcnstock foot\\'Cnr do the \'Ct\'
same thing.
The Birkcnstock fomhed is hem and pre,sure
. sensitil'e, to mold to \'Our foot. and become
your footprint.
So walking in Birkcnstock is a lOt like \\'alkino
hnrcfoot in the sand. With oi1e \'Cfl' COtl\'cnicnr"
d iffcrcnce.
·
Yo_u can walk in Birkensrock all \'~ar l(iiJ,l(.
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Let your feet make
a place for themselves.
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FAMILY MEALS
WERE IN ORDER
When UNM students used to eat
on campus, there weren't many
complaints about the quality or the
quantity of the food. "We used to
give them good food and we gave
them a lot of it," said. Mrs.
Elizabeth Simpson recently. Mrs.
Simpson was head of the home
economics department at UNM
from 1918 to 1952. She was also in
charge of the food services for 21
years.
Mrs. Simpson said eight students
were seated to a table in the. dining
halls and were treated to familystyle meals. "Every week we'd put
a slip on the table asking the
students what were their favorite·
meals," and students changed
tables every six weeks so they could
sit with their friends.
Mrs. Simpson said there wasn't
as much variety in the meals. "hut
then they didn't
as much as
they do
them a

meal like they'd expect at home."
Many · students who lived
downtown preferred to eat their
lunches in the dining halls, she said.
Mrs. Simpson and her husband
moved to Albuquerque in 1918
because Mr. Simpson had
tuberculosis. When Mrs. Simpson
first took over the home economics
department, classes were held in the
basement of Hodgin Hall and of
course, missing the modern
conveniences such as electric stoves
and ovens. In the early going, the
home economics classes were filled
almost entirely by women, said
Mrs. Simpson, but during World
War II, many soldiers in basic
training took food preparation
classes so they could cook in the
. service.
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. Mr. Marron completed his
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education and received his law ~
degree from the University- of 0r
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nitrata, glyct"rin ••. '! What is
this-a pie pr a bi:>mb'f"

La Montanita.Foqd Co-op
106 Girard S.E.
Mon.-Sat: 10:00-6:00 265-4631
"This is your opportunity to control you own food."
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Some things ne.ver change.
Wed, Qct 19 thru Tues, Oct 25

Charles Laughton
1935

PLUSMOVIETONE NEWS & "CALICO DRAGON''

SUNSHINE THEATRE
CENtRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING
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BEAU BRITCHES IS HAVING
ASPECIAL SALE IN
.-m::~
HONOR OF THE
LOBO'.S HOMECOMING!
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beat
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Remember what they had to deal
with -- us, I'm not belittling
.students back then. An.t we had a
darn good faculty,"

Although the students of the
1920s looked a little different from
the student of the 1970s, their class
schedules and life on campus was
startingly similar, Owen Marron, ·
an ,Albuquerque attorney who
attended UNM .for two years in the
1920s said student schedules were.
pretty similar to what they are
· today. "I guess the average class
load was about 15 hours. Your
classes started on the hour and
lasted for 50 minutes," he said
recently. About the only major
difference is that some classes met
for 50 minutes every school day and
students received five hours of
credit-for those classes,
·Mr. Marron also had some
interesting comments on the state
LENACLAUVE
of students today that might both
surprise and encourage students. "I
IN 1937 PICTURE
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - i don't think the students were as
There was a horse stables where the smart then as they are today " he
Triangle bar is now located and sru'd . "O'f. course, we didn't ' have
many students took advantage of the . training they do. But the
the wide open spaces east of the students weren't as dedicated to
University to ride horses. "Things their work as the students of today
, were pretty barren going up toward are. The p~ofessors, by necessity,
were a ltttle more tolerant.
the mountains," she said.
Entertainment was also provided·
for students in the form of dances
on the weekend on campus and at a
dance hall across from the stables.
The 250 UNM students met with
the president at assemblies every
and "there was always a
speaker or music of some kind."
Students were pretty good about
turning out at athletic events at
football field (the site where Oretga
Hall now stands) and Carlisle
Gymnasium. ·

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

~
~

STUDENTS TODAY·.
SMARTER, HE SAYS

MRS. SIMPSON SUPERVISED
STUDENT MEALS IN '20s
l

Clark Gable

0

~

~

In the spring of 1925 qn a grassy
grove near Hodgin Hall, 52 persons
were graduated from the tJ niversity
of New Mexico.
Arnong the graduates of .that
class were ~he famous Torn l>opejoy
who later became UNM President
and Lena Clauve who was the Dean
of Women at UNM for 32 years
after her gr;~duation.
Mrs. Clauve still lives on campus
and her memories of UNM provide
some of the more plea~ant times in
·
her life.
"The students took quite a
responsibility in student council
and were quite serious about their
academic obligations," said Mrs.
Clauve recently. "I shouldn't say
this, but the biggest change I've
seen over the years in the students is
in their personal appearance."
. Mrs. Clauve was graduated with
a degree in music from UNM in
1925 and returned to· UNM in 1929
where she served as dean of women
until 1961. She said her duties as
dean of women were numerous, but
not very difficult ,because she
received tremendous cooperation
from the girls. "There was always a
group who didn't want to do what
they were supposed to do, but
generally the girls were pretty
good," she said.
Albuquerque and UNM were
much smaller places when Mrs.
Clauve arrived here from central
Indiana in 1923 with her mother
who moved here because of her
mother's poor health.
''Central Avenue was paved only
up until Yale and the trolley ran
" she said.

OWEN IVIARRON RECOUNTS
ACADEMIC LIFE IN '20s
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Thirties
Editor: GeQrge
"Woody" Gesner

The
All-Americans
Nominations

Wasserman Test
Given Freshmxn

Editor Kidnapped

The Wa.Sserman test for syphilis,
compulsory for all freshmen and
new · students, has been given to
over one-half of the freshman class.
Results from the test show that no
student examined has reacted in a
positive manner, Dr. C.· Keith
Barnes announced yesterday.
Syphilis is a communicable
disease. Ordinarily, tranmission in
a virulent state from one person to
another depends on intimate
contact, medical authorities state.
However, any article . with
infectious syphilis discharge on it
may aid in the transmission of the
disease to the body of any person
contacting it. (Sept. 22, 1973).

for All-American
(1931 Mirage)
Reese Olgle for his tackling.
During t11e year he tackled his
father for about $4,875 and got
every cent ofit.
Tom Lawson for his ground
covering. Hung his pin faster than
;my man in school.
Manny Foster for his ability to
take out. Took out 17 hi&~ school
girls in two weeks-.
Bob Morrison for picking
openings. found eight new places
to park the first week in April.
Margaret Ellen Livingston for
the best defensive work of the
season. On one sofa she blocked 12
Eddie Cantor \viii award' a fourSigma Chi passes in a single
year
scholarship and complete
evening.
maintenance
at any American
Dad Webb for the best offensive
college
or
Universisty
to the person
work. He has been offensive in
who
writes
in
the
opinion
of a dise\·ery 11ight club he has entered in
bo;u-d
of
judges,
the best
tinguished
the last six years.
letter on t11e subject "How Can
Ameiica Stay Out of the War."
Tony Sarg, and his world-famous cantor has set aside a fund of
marionette show is being brought to S5000 for this purpose.
Albuquerque again this year by
The plan was made public by the
Sigma Alpha Iota. They will stage, screen and radio comedian
present Jhe production "Connecti- •. Sunday Jan. :S at the conclusion of
;::ut Yankee in King Arthur's i his regular Sunday evening
Court" at the high school 'I broadcast. over stations of the
auditorium on March 2. (Feb. 7, Columbia Broadcasting System.
I93i5)
(Jan. 10, 1936).

Eddie Donates

Marionette Show

Lyle Saunders, Lobo editor, was
attacked by five masked men on the
University campus in front of the
Administration building last night,
bound and blindfolded, taken in a•
car to a lonely spot on the mesa
where he was handled roughly and
his hair clipped, Following the
manhandling, Saunders was left
bound hand and foot and
blindfolded with adhesive tape, on
a deserted mesa road.
The at.tack occured about eleventhirty while Saunders was crossing
the campus on his way to the Lobo
office. As he passed the University
dining hall, a Ford coach with lights
off drew up on the other side of the
street and stopped. Four men got
out, rushed across the r.oad and
knocked him to the ground. After
being overpowered, Saunders was
bound and thrown roughly into the
car. Two of the assailants sat on
him while another kicked him

He sang tenor

Back in '32
Well, what do you· know? It's
1932 already, and I'm over halfway
thru my term as President of the
Associated Students of UNM.
Guess it's time to sit back for a few
minutes and ruminate about the
accomplishments, if any, and the
shortcomings
of
my
administration. Also to look into
the future of this school and this
city and state.
One accomplishment that comes
to mind is this: we finally have put
the UNM band into uniforms!
Thank goodness - they did look so
~ondescr!pt, parading a.t the games
m street clothes. The umforms were
made possible thru the help of a

By ANN LAWRENCE RYAN

several iimes as he lay, on the floor
of the car.
About thirty minutes after being
abandoned on the mesa, Saunders
managed to free himself. Although
unable to identify any of his
attackers, he wa:; able to give a
complete description of the car, a
,Ford coach, about 1934 model with
'oversized jumbo tires and armored
·wheels, to the police, who were
confident they could locate the
owner,
Saunders could give no reason
for the attack. He was of the
opinion; however, that it came
about as a result of the displeasure
of a fraternity group over an open
forum letter which was published in
the editorial columns of yesterday's
edition of the Lobo.
Althoguh badly shaken up,
Saunders was not seriously injured.
He was treated for minor cuts and
buises. (Dec.9, 1937)

A Real Scary Horror Movie
ByHENDRAKOQ.
McFILIBUSTER
Ever sfnce Tod Browning's
Dracula surfaced as the surprise hit
of 193!, Hollywood film producers
have churned out numerous
"fantasy"_ oriented motion
pictures, in the hopes of attracting
large audiences eager to succumb to
their newly heightened fascination
of horror.

Browning's), his sense of humor,
his witty use of symbolism, and his
extraordinarily appropriate choice
of performers.
There is now a lavish new horror
film that out-does everything
Whale attempted in Frankenstein.
Whale himself directed this newly
released picture, obviously desiring
to out-do himself before anybody
else made the attempt. The name of
the film is The Bride of
Frankenstein and it is, obviously,
Whale's almost inevitable sequel to
his enormously popular adaptation
of Mary Shelley's famous novel.
More elaborate, more expensive,
and more daring than the relatively
low-budget original, The Bride of
Frankenstein merges as the finest
American-made horror film to
date.
The plot is a good one, but it will
not be presented here in any great
length, since it is best left to the
individual viewer's own discovery.
A brief glance reveals that Bride
is very similar to the first film: Once
again, the monster, who has
escaped death in the fire at the old
mill by escaping into a convenient
under-ground river beneath the

Whale's creation rates as the
best, if not the scariest, of the
bunch because of his highly original
directorial technique (which is even
moodier and more eccentric than

This AdAppearedfu
The New ~fexico Dai!v
Lobo In 1936
'

to the
new

Bouncing Back

Elsa Lanchester

men
ofUNM
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Frosh Victory Over Varsity
The Lobo Pups made a name for
themselves by not losing a game
after overcoming some of the
leading high schools including St,

Michaels, Albuquerque, Clovis,
Belen, Menaul Prep arid Indian
School. Throughout this entire
period the Pups showed an
extremely clever and 'fast game of
ball.
1
The last game of the season was a
fitting climax ~o the ye~r when the
l frosh poured 1t on the1r elders l Frosh 29, Varsity 27. The first half
:was nip and tuck with the
t youngsters just two points behind
llt the rest period, then Willie True
and Jack Walton took the matter in
hand and led in a heavy barrage on
the Varsity basket. A desperate
effort was made by the Lobos to
t~covcr, but all in vain.
·.rhe season of '31 showed tha..t the
}trosh had developed a cool well·
\ btllonccd team - strong in defense
11 fast breaking offense. May
they all be back with the varsity
next year. (Mirap;e 1931)

I
'

,I

1932.: Bill J;lrannin, now leasirig
agent for the . City Centre (near
Coronado Center), was beginning
his first semester as a freshman at
UNM.
The depression was going strong;
Roosevelt was about to be elected
to his first of four terms in office.
The Marx Brothers were popular;
so were Harlow, Oarbo and Leslie
·Howard.
Albuquerque's population was
around 20,000 and the UNM
student body numbered about
· 2,000. Although the population of
the city and UNM were small,
, Brannin said, "Even then
Albuquerque was very metro·
politan, and students at UNM were
never'isglated only to New Mexico
residents."
"We had an outstanding faculty
- perhaps because someone in
someone's family· was sick and
they'd come out here ..for their
health.'' Brannin said.
"Everyone worked their way
. through school then," Brannin
said. "Many worked on campus
mowing lawns, trimming trees and
sweeping, That was through the .
National Youth Authority (NYA).
The pay was 25 cents an hour."
"The worst problem then was
money. . but everyone cared,
people would help each other
finish." Brannin said.
The depression didn't hit
Albuquerque as hard as the heavily

U you, Gentle Reader (as the classics MY) are new to
U. N. M_ this :rear, "We gi,·e y;:m a lmnd~hake h(•rcwith. A
handshake of con:gratu!ations fQr the tine school you've
chosen, a grip of welcome i:o our city. a grasp in antlcipat.ion
of :a 'better acquaintance i:o come. As tile Old ~len will t~H,
you, Stromberg's is :a goon place to know better. We're at

your service for anything from a .specl:al suit for hea \'Y dates
to leather jackets and whi-p-:c<lrd liJants for campus wear, and
you're mighty welcome to drop in just f()r looking whene\'er
you are downtown.
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HAPPY HOMECOMING

i:

Daily at 4:30
Sunday 8: 00; 9: 15; 10: 30; 11:45
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SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION:

WHO'S WHO
Among Students
In American
Universities And Colleges

Daily at 4:00
Saturday 3: 30
Any other time by
appointment

COUNSELING:
by appointment

Applications are now available and may be picked up at the
Student Activities Center, 1st floor, New Mexico Union Building. Anyone currently enrolled at UNM who is a junior, senior
or graduate student in good standing (2.0 or higher) with his/
her college is eligible to apply. Groups may submit the names
of individuals they feel are particularly deserving as well as individuals submitting their own applications.
Return Your Application To The
Student Activities Center, 1st Floor,
,
New Mexico Union Building

Deadline:

Ft:iday, October 14, 1977 at 5 p.m.

STUDENT EVENINGS:
every Wednesday 9:00pm Mj ss in
meditation chapel followed by informal get
together
Library, Study From, And Meditation Chapel
STAFF:''
Fr. George Reynolds, O.P.
Fr. Larry Burke, O.P.
Fr. Pau!Zak, O.P.
Fr. RonaldZawilla, O.P,
Bro. Jacques Soukup, O.P.
Bra. Alan Gobeille, 0 .P.
Rev. Mr. Donald Bruckner
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Snack Bar Open For Lunch
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Sofas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from $199
Love Seats ......... : . . . . ... . . . 149
Arm Chairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
Coffee T abl.es
. . . . . . . . . . . . • . 69
Dining Tables ................. 139
Desks ....... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189
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Special
Sofa, Arm-Chair, Coffee Table
Wed, Oct 19 thru 'Tuus, Oct 25

Clark Gable Charles Laughton

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

s349.

Our furniture is hand made in Albuquerque at our plant to your specifications. We have three colors of hand
rl:lbbed oil finish to choose from, plus dozens of fabrics to fit your taste. Please stop by our store soon and
take advantage of our excellent GRAND OPENING prices.

Some things never change.

300 West Central
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The SOFA BLOCK

ll Albuquerque Jce l
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Pillow Furniture by-
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cheer leaders

shakers.' "
"'
"'"
O!J the whole, Brannin said, the
z
level of, participation in all aspects
of campus life was very high in the
"'~
mid-thirties. Brannin said he feels a
~
lot of this was due to the :>mall size
";o;·"
of the school then. "We were not as
0
0
isolated then - that comes with
size," he said,
q"'
The mid-thirties were good y~ars
r
0
forth~ athletic teams at UNM, The
cr'
_o
Lobos had the border conference
0
championships in football, baseball
"cr'
and boxing and they finished
0
second to Arizona in track. Brannin
"..,
"
was a halfback, middleweight boxer
What an athlete!
.~
industrial areas in the east. "There and ran the 100 and 220 yard dashes
\0
were no big breadlines that I · on the track teams,
,' -...J
""
remember," Brannin said. "The ~------~------------------"--1
'two
major
employers
in
Albuquerque were the Santa Fe
Swastika 1
1
Railroad and UNM."
Social activities were many.
511;~ or cooo·co•t C 0 A L S i
"There were always dances AHE PRODl.:CED IN NEW MEXICO I F;;;:;;;:;;;:::;::;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;::;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;
especially after the games,"
II .
Brannin said. The dances were helcl.
furnishing larg\' pay rolls and traf(Jc
I
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
for tlw 'ro1ilroad;;.
I'
in Carlisle Gym on campus and
I'
lmi:>l w Snrmlll(£1 From )"out Decrier wuJ I
often down at the Albuquerque
Aquinas Newman Center
Pnrdit·~ EcOJIOIItJI,
Country Club, ·D!!,nces were also
1815 Las Lomas Rd. N.E.
and pid New M~xico Pay Rolls
frequent at the fraternities and
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
sororities, which were very popular
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
247-1095
then.
A Co<!-1 Of Size and Quality for L·. .ery
1
Purpose.
1
"People weren't pledged to the
houses because they had money.
Swaotli<a Fu;l C11111pany
1'
1
Every house tried to out do the
J, C. LARKIN, Sales Manager
other in bringing in people that j
Raton, New Mexico
MASSES:
were participators - 'movers and 1 --------~----------------------~ .

Cream of the Crop
Campus favorites )1936)
John "Jack" Kennedy. , .one of
the first student body presidents to
take himself seriously; because at
the time of student elections he
donned the robe of saintliness and
condemned the system that put him
in office.
Evelyn Bigelow. . . because she
never let a minor detail like being
beauty queen once interfere with
the angle of her nose.
Joe Roehl. . . because he holds
down two jobs and still finds time
to go to classes, manage the
football tea!ll and act as Business
Manager of the Lobo.
Marie Jenson. . . because she is
the second woman ever to edit the
Lobo. Occasionally dares to write
anti-political editorials after
election.

Br()nnin

Bill Brannin

1935

PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS S. "CALICO DRAGON"

SUNSHINE THEATRE
CENTRAL AT 2nd • Ml·9741 • ACRES OF PARli:ING
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4001 Central N.E.
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the Girls

Lotsa Loose Talk
(Courtesy of the Mirages and
Lobos of the 30's)

Our cl;~ssification of the girls of
the University. of New Mexico
. . .. Ruth Bolton had a cquple of
black eyes. , .she wouldn't tell us
Swell ...... , ..•....... , . , , )3
Pretty Good ........ .',., ... 87 · how she got them.
, .. I stole a kiss the other night,
Do in a pinch •.. ~ .... , ..... 798
my conscience hurts alack, I think
Pooey , .. ; •. , , ..... , ..... 3 ~
Results tabulated from reports of. I'll go tomorrow night and give the
17 stool pigeons. (Oct. 18, 1935)
darn thing back..
. . . Phil Woolworth took six

\1

....

to Roswell and then didn~t have a
date for the dance after the game.
. . . Betty Monaca's favorite
poem: Rain is wet, dust is dry. Life
is short and so am I.
. . .Know you? Why l knew you
when your mother got kicked out of
college.
. , ,Are you a fraternity man?
No. A horse just stepped on my
hat .

Is There Life After College?
cant, from page 4

stray Greek on campus: Jim Bell.
His father happened to be a
manufacturer of uniforms back in
Lebanon, New Hampshire, and Jim
persuaded his Dad to sell us the
uniforms at cost. They are of
resplendent cherry and silver colors
and now the band even sounds
better!

.
This was our ad in the Homecoming Section of the LOBO in 1934! We still extend
the warmest of welcomes to all "Grads"- and we certainly expect the Lobos to gO·
to-town on Wichita State!
.
.
·

WELCOME GRADS! •
~

Let's Go Lobosl

'
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Bostonian, Friendly .Five and Fortune Shoes

Paris Shoe Store
307 West Central Avenue

We no longer carry "Bostonian, Friendly Five and Fortune Shoes" but we do carry
everything from Adidas to Florsheim to Penaljo to Wright Arch Preservers for men,
womeq, teens and children.
·

fine shoes
Downtow.n • Shoe Circus
Winrock • Montgomery Plaza

Another improvement, at least
some think so, is the abolishment of
inter-fraternity athletics and the
substitutuion of inter-class
contests. This gets more of the
student body involved and should
result in better school spirit. The
fraternities and sororities have been
dominant on c&mpus in almost
Ievery way for a very simple reason:
the University does not provide
enough housing for the out-of-town
students and the fraternities supply
that housing in their various houses
around the campus. Of course, the
majority of the students live in
Albuquerque and do not have to be
housed on campus. But as the
school grows (who knows, maybe
some day even to three or four
thousand students) the need for
housing the students will certainly
necessitate construction or' many
more than the present two small
dormitories and thus the influence
of the." Greeks" will recede still
further.
As· a matter of fact, in the
upcoming election for officers of
Associated Students I have a feeling
tfiat the Independent candidate for.
president, a very fine fellow named
Jason Kellahin may very well be
elected. (He was). At this moment I
am recalling with pleasure a
gathering of student body
presidents from all over the western
United States which I just attended
in Tucson. There I met some very
stimulating people (one president
. was a girl!) including a very sharp
fellow named Edward R. Murrow,
from Washington state, who
impressed us all with his intelligence
and charm.
But there is a general idea
beginning to get around in our
student body of some nine hundred
plus that the outside world is going
thru a bit of a wringer in what some
people are calling a "depression"
and so I'm beginning to wonder if
indeed 1932 is a very choice year in
whicn to be graduatipg.,,~fJ.e; five
years in college haying a grand time
of it there will soon come a day in
June when, willy-nilly, they are ,
going to hand me that sheepskin
and kick me out into the world. Not
to worry, tho, I can always go back
to playing the horn that brought m~
out to New Mexico in the first
place. (This graduate had to do
exactly that in order to keep from
starving.) So, to conclude these
ramblings, some random thoughts:
wonder if we'll ever again have a
football team as good as the one in
1927? (Still wondering this). And
why do so many of the football
team 'sing' in ~the Glee Club?
(Could it be the easy credit hours?)
Most outstanding profs that I've
had the pleasure of taking classes
from: Tom Popejoy and Stuart
Northrup. But Iwish I had had time
to take some classes from Matt
Pearce, who is reported to be one of
the brightest members of the
faculty. Most intriguing· play on
campus in my memory was "The
Dog beneath the Skin, or Where is
Francis?" put on in his usual
professional way by Eddie Snapp.
One gripe: Why is it that every day,
when Carl Henderson and I go to
the gym to play handball on the one
court, that Dr. James Fulton
Zimmerman and Dean Simon Peter
:Nanniga are always playing there? I
guess the old boys enjoy it almost as
much as we young fellows do, at
that. And will the one regent who
always chews gum on the platform
be chewing it when I get my
diploma? (He was.) Chief regret:
that I was so busy working my way
thru school that I didn't have
sufficient opportunity to get a
really proper education. Could it be
there is life after college? (There is.)
C. E. ("Tip") Dinkle
Class of 1932
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from:.the.Decadent:Decade. . , :· . .
· · .The· .(j()uegi:ate PMer t.Ii.e.Btilige· DictionarY (courtesy of'the 193:1 ------------------------------

Mirage).
·
.
·
.
...
STANDARD
. CUSTOM
Athlete: A strong he-man who possesses a letter, a frat pin,. an odor, a
E!CHT
by the ignorant population who
expansive sets, and, in the- striking · mob of admirers and a drag.
thinks he is a hideous demon of .final laboratory sequence, qis lens
Band: A group oflousy musicians banded together in self"defense,
destruction. Again the monster is creates some bizl\!fely angled shots
Dorll!: Home for Freshmen, ~ats, matrons, and the itch.
forced into a "rampage," and the (mainly closeups of Frankenstein· Engineers: PseuiJo College boys, usually intransit.
ROLAND SAUER and
townspeople chase him with torches and Pretorius) which, coupled with
Fraternity: A group of collegiates entirely surrounded by debt .
COMPANY
across the countryside. . Doctor the quick editing, makes the scene
Grafter: Synonymous with editor of the Lobo.
·
Frankenstein is still toiling away at · extremely suspensful, Somehow,
Graduation: Relief for old age.
.
·
his "life-creation'·' , experiments the camera never appears obtrusive
Hokona: Where good.girls stay- GOOD.
(this time unwillingly), There are and Whale's · technique never
LibraFian: One who watches the reserve desk, and watches, watches and .
sequences full of stunning visual appears merely frivolous.
watches.
effects (especially in the explosive
Rush party: A drug made of 25 per centc.ourtesy, 25 per cent bull and 50
scene which ends the film).
The~ performances also shine per cent high pressure:
·
Sixth St, anq -Gold A vc.
But; upon closer inspection, under Whale's guidance. Boris Seme~ter: The time required to take the same course over again.
Bride is really more different than Karloff adds the dimensions of Sor.onty: A group of gold diggers banded together in the interest of neck
Atbuquerquc, N. M.
.......____.,. __._.., ______________ ,.. _____
similar. The film's tone is darker, humaness and newly-..gotten and girth control.
.
.
.
more depressing, and yet it also has intelligence to the sympathetic · Student government: A popular farce wntten and directed by accident.
a greater amount of humor .. Its innocence of the original creature.
monster/protagonist is now mor-e Karlofr' is briiliant in this role, one
sympathetic and closet to human. 'which may appear easy to do, but it
The symbolism is more apparant is actually a painfully difficult job
and
aml!sing:
And
Dr. to appear in cumbersome make-up
Frankenstem IS no . longer and suit and still attempt to attract .
crazy/obsessed, tho~gh he IS almost . audience sympathy. Karloff is
d.estroyed _by the eyil that seems t.o successful in his attempt. .
Ernest Thesiger is ugly · and
fill the entue mythical worl~ of this
strange film.
hateful as Pretorius. His craftsmanIn one scene, the monster • like performance is as successful as
frightened and hungry, meets up Karloffs.
with a blind hermit who, thinking
Elsa Lanchester has two roles. In
h~ has I_Ilet another social. outcast, the prologue, she plays Mary
gives hn~ bread and wme and Shelley, who is asked by friends to
teaches l!im to speak a few word~. continue her tale of Frankenstein.
Th~s lovely and fun~y scene, . m Here, she is pretty but overly sweet.
which th~ monster dnnks the "'?ne In the final scene she is revealed as
sloppily and speaks in a sad child- the female mon;ter. The horrific
li~e vo~ce, is ultimately t?e ~ost make-up deforms her good looks;
d1stressmg part of the entire film. Whale must have thought this a
~he m~nster's God-like frie.nd, wh~ terrific joke. Lanchester's brief
gtves him beauty (Ave Mana on hts appearance as the monster's mate is
violin) and friendship ill contrast to funny.
t~e h~mors. t?.at. ha~~ .surrounded
Only Colin Clive, repeating his
hun smce his btrth, IS destroyed role as Frankenstein, disappoints,
I'm sick and tired of spending a
by a ~~umsy hu?ter who ente~s the possibly because he was asked to be
fortune on tapes and records
hermit s house m order to kill the more subdued than previously. He
mo?ster. The monster. escape~, but comes off as incredibly dull.
and I'm not going to take .it I
he IS 'Sent once more mto a hfe of
James Whale's film is one of the
anymore!
corruption even more wicked than most bizarre and original motion
ll';lYthing. he has known bef?re. pictures ever. But, whether one cari,
Smce ~e IS about t~ be "saved' by or will, appreciate its brilliance, its
the evtl Dr. Pretonus, a man who humor and its intelligence depends
has attempted u_nsuccesfully to g~t on one thing; The individual's taste
Dr. Frankenstem to ~ecome h~s and preference. Go see The Bride of
partner
and contmue his Frankenstein and decide for
experiments, it s7ems that Whale is yourself.
'
saying that evil consumes and
corrupts innocence and eventually
triumphs over good, which leads an Heodrako Q. McFilibuster
existence of startling brevity.
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Follow The Crowd

To Budget's
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world of his film, and whether it !•.
was even intended seriously can be '·
argued, since so many religous
symbols occur (a mock-crucifixion ·
of the monster, for instance) that .
one gets the feeling that, perhaps,
Whale was merely enjoying himself
rather than making ·any serious
statements. Still, this supposition
does not make the film any less . ,tf
.
depressing.
Like his use of allegory, Whale's
...;J;<'
sense of humor is prevalent. Dr.
""
Pretorius • uses the monster to
kidnap Frankenstein's bride,
.>', ,_. ('f
..
forcing Frankenstein to help
..Pretorius. A female body is formed
and given life. Amusingly, when the
e
female creature awakens and comes -r
face-to-face with the original J
0
monster, her husband, wedding
bells are heard on the soundtrack.
Ninety-nine per cent of the
And, because of this scene, it is left social, political and economic
up to the viewer to decide who the problems .of the world today may
title character is-- Doctor be laid directly at the feet of the
Frankenstein's wife, or the teaching profession, according to
monster's mate.
Ignatius D. Taubeneck, director of
Whale is not only a man of public speaking and conductor of
complex wit and intelligence. He is public ,forums in the metropolitan
also technically brilliant, a area of New York, who Spoke on
cinematic wizard. From the "Pressing Public Problems" at the
opening scene, his camera is UniversitY Dining Hall Monday
continually tracking smoothly night. (July 19,1935).
through the film's expensive and

Fitst Annual Homecoming

Stotewide Sale
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All ~ps & Tapes On Sale
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eachers t ·Blam

Reg. J6.98 .. J3.74

All Double Lps JI.OO Off

All Tapes Jl.OO Off

Cut-Outs Still Jl.OO Off

University
Store Only

Sunday Only 12-10 pm

A

Young Lady's
adventure!
open 9:00 til?
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Sign 'The ~Petition
University Store · ·
2222 Central S.E.

Uptown Store
4517 Central N.E.
255~2225
266-9887
ffion. - Thuts. 10 - 10 ffion. - Sat. 10-8
Ftl. Sat. 10 - 12
Sundo.y 12-6
Sun. 12- 6
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1928; Hodgin Hall, 1892.
Industrial.
Arts,
1941;
Zimmerman Library, 1937; Marron
Hall,
1941;
Mechanical
Engineering, 1937; Police and
Parking Services, 1937; Parsons
Hall, 1928.
President's Home, 1930; Sara
Reynolds Hail, 1921,

.
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Lo.st Do.y

Do Yourself A Favor·

Pre-Atomic Buildings- UNM
The dropping of tne atomic
bomb was a historical milestone.
The University of New Mexico was
a thriving campus. Herewith lies a
Jist of l.JNM. 'buildings in the preAtomic era:
Scholes Hall (Administration),
1935; Art Building (old), 1926; Art
Annex, 191 0; Bandelier East, 1930;
Bandelier Hall, !941. Carlisle Gym,
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1940s Editor Rebekah Szymanski x,,, I?
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Hoinetown Girl is President
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In ·1944, Lembke

•.P.

~
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Calms Campus Waves
From World War II

Ellen Ann Ryan

Ellen Ann Lembke
~.:.:.-~·· ~~...., .. ~.,. l+!:S..~" ~-·
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Lobo

beat
Wichita!

DOMESTIC & IVIPORTED
Herbs
Spices
~~
:tJ Teas
Health Food
1J: Grains
Flours
o~
~r~ Nuts
Vitamins

Open 9:00 til?

:!\
:I

A
Young Lady's
adventure!

;uarb Bmporiumj
.~

open 9:00 til?

~~o~

Laramie Square
·
1[: 3218 San Mateo NE

~tot..:~:-....~:id,.~:'l,d.~:~~:~~:~~:~.
~.Jii!JU' ...:.~ •.-..~ •'l.>:pjltllll .... ~ ... ~ •• t:i'fill

I

. Hey gals, here are some helpful 2. How anxious your family is
hmts on what to write your for his return.
3. How busy you and your family
serviceman. He'll love you for it.
Tell him.
are. Be sure to give details.
4. How well you and your family
I. How anxious you are for his
return.
are feeling. Make sure you spate
him any depressing news, such as
your mother is suffering from IB,
Lobo.
or you are having an awful time
keeping food down.
beat
5. How well you and your family
Wichita!
is getting along financially.
Open 9:00 til?
6. What's doing in the

J.9LIOO"•
JEil L•28t
Advent speakflr
ADS 710's
Jennings Elan

Tannoy
ESS AMT·I

ESS Towers
Jennings: Vector I.
Jennings Voctorla

Jennlngs Vector2

Bose 901 (polr)

{319)
{354)

249
274

(2401

18::i

(161)

3"~

(I !;<I)
(2&8)

r26S)

(~60)

(355)
(35Q)
(426)
(180)
(230)
(260)

Marantz2225

riO

CASSETTE DECKS
Teac
optonlca

1/4 OFF
BGW
preainpS-202 (*399} s299
power amps

IUMrs

1/4

TURNTABLES
AccUlrac
Oarrard44DM
Yamaha701

(600)
•

Optonlca ..

450
70
220

(330) 250

Harmon/Kardon ST7(430J 349
HarmoniKardon STG (330) 249.95

Shure Cartridges

1/2 OFF

except V15

~I!!.

I

.I
•, I

•I

I

50% Off

Belt-drive, multiple-play turntable with variable speed
control. Shure M91 ED iligh·track magnetic cartridge,
deluxe wood base and hinged dust cover. A $:<50.00
value.

95

''

150·

SALE PRICE

Sansul's FR-508DS Is a direct drive automatic turn·
tabla using a 20-Po!e DC l;lrushless motor for the,plotter
and another separate motor for the tonearm to prevrnt
any tracking error on Empire's 2000E It I phone cart•
ridge, all together valued ot $330.00 •••
50% Off

SALE PRICE

Just because lt•s a &uper high quality set up doesn't
mean we can't save you big bucks on this German modo
belt drivo turntable with the "Audiophiles Choice" In
phono cartridges, the AOC·XLM Ml<ll a total value of

PIONEER LIQUIDATION SALE
• WAS
NOW
SE-205 .... $30.00 ............ $15.00
SE-305 .... $38.00 ............ $23.00
SE-405 .... $50.00 , ........... $30.ao
SE-500 .... $55.00 ............ $33.aO
Monitor 10,$76.00 ."........... $46:00

ALL CAPITOL CASSETTE TAPE AT 1¢ a second

c-sa .. _.sa4
ROTEL RX-402

C·90 •••• 90~
C-120 ...$1.20

SALE PRICE

,!
• This 25 watt per channel AM/FM stereo receiver
has been rated a best buy from a national consumer
magazine for over twa years and we will bo happy to
show you why,. European styling, with split bass and
treble controls for'" each channel and wide scale tu(ler
for ease of finding YoUr favorite $1Stlon. List is
$300.00 but we're QoJ1M save you $100.00.

The Music Tape-S Tracks
ST-60 •••• $1.45
ST-90 •••• $1,65

SOUND GUARD PRESERVATION KIT

OFF
Record
Cleaning Kit
$1.50
SONY C60 t2
recording tape
$1.00EACH!
in boxes of 12

ALL WITH FACTO,RY WARRANTY
3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694
Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM

"0S FOR OVER

DISCWASHER SYSTEM $15.00 with

List $7.99

WAREHOUSE SOUN[)'S FREE REFILL (worth $2.25)

525
WATTS Preener Was $6.95 Now

amplifiers

150
170

1--.

.,

l'

GARRARD 990B

• SENNHI ESER ·the open air sound goes on sale, light
weight and light price.
HD-424 .... $89.95 ..... ,., •... $67.aO
HD-414 .... $59.95 ....... , .... $44.75
HD-400 •••. $35.95 ...•••...•.• $26.85

Sale

Bose 4401
('599) '399
(4 channel preamp)
Optonica

Sony

and others

)

I

125

14995

power amp
tuner

preamp

olllO

l~ml..toi<•)'<.'LJII,IIm ~~h~l•

I'

SALE PRICE

PreAmp

Phase Linear

225
299
119

Garrard 990B

GC.T A FREE PIONECA PL·1170 AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE WITH SHURE M91 ED ••

Accuphase: •

(330)210
(300)240
(350)220

Yamaha CR 400
JVC.JRS 200 II

115
175
::!80
149

BACK IN STOCI<I

The Teac A~lOO is our fastest selling cassette deck
and we just got another shipment in {thanks to JET ,
service) so get' em. while they last for anly

PREAMPS
POWER AMPS
TUNERS

reg.

$699

TEAC A100

1op of tiJn line belt
drive turntable with the world fampus Shure cartrldge
when you hr;>ok up Rotel's RX-602 a 35 watt per chan no(
AMIFM stereo recelvtir which not o,-,Jy looks great but
gives you split tone controls for each channel, FM/audio
muting, 2•tape monitor~.and will handle two pair of
spc<~kers. That brlflgs us to Mlcro·Acousdcs FAM·2A
"MLI\ti·Axis" speakers featuring tile unique Tri-Axis
Array of high frequency drivers, producing a full160
degree higll frequency dispersion in both hortzontal ani:f
vertical planes -All in all a value of $9.34,00,
$24.00 monthly*'

'

CLEAN EM' UP SPECIALS

. RECEIVERS
($799)

frequen~;:y response for the b!g sound of the Audex
V444 2-wav speaker system. Just add tho fully auto·
me tic Garrard 440M whh Pickering cartridge end you
have a hassle free system valuad at $395,00,
$15.00 monthly"

(cont. en pagc-19)

28th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION SALE
Mclato•bc MI.2C
LbLBLlOO'o
JBLL-36

Ultrelinear Is big on small speakers and the sound
you gat oUt of the model 66 Is BIG. Thll3-way speaker
system With full wide response Is control! ad easily from
Rotel's AX-1 02Mt<ll AM/FM stereo recelvar wlth low
distortion and high performan~:e toner to give you high
grade entertainment. Tho turntable is San5ul's FR·1080,
e ';!:-speed <~Utomatlo return table with a 4-Pole svnc;hronous
motor and to compliment tt all we've added Empire's
20001:: phone cqrtridge a total value of $51 Q,OO.
$1 6.00 mgnthly"'

--,

Campus Socie1y

Top Quality Demon·
strators And New Com·
ponents From The Hi-Fi
House

Speakers

Dynamite comes in srrlatl packages with this beginners
component system. Starting with a AM/FM stereo
receiVI!I' from Sansui, the model 221 features a ttuely
,music<ll so~nd with no compromise of richness or full

Adolf Hiltcr was threatening to take over the.world, the Nazi death
factories were being discovered by American troops marching across
Germany and Ellen Ann Lembke was attempting to provide UNM students
with a sense of normal college life.
The year was 1944 and Ellen Ann Lembke had just been elected student
body president.
·
Ellen was a senior majoring in history and government, trying to oversee
a student body, of about 3,000, many of whom were navy men in training
for the war.
Now, 37 years later, Ellen Ann Lembke is Ellen Ann Ryan, a resident of
the Albuquerque country club area, a board member of the UNM Alumni
Assoc. and a "professional volunteer." She sat on the edge of one of the
blue living room sofa chairs one day this week with 1944 yellowed copy of
the New Mexico Daily Lobo draped over her blue jeaned lap.
She smiled and folded her bifocals into her fist. "The main thing then
was to keep things the way they were before the war - to continue the
semblance of college life," she said. "And I tell you, I must've worked at
that 24 hours a day."
"We tried to go on as though there wasn't a war going on out there. We
had dances - every group you could imagine had a party going on all the
time. As president of the student body, I tried to sponsor activities to bring
the students together."
Ryan said that although times were much harder during the war, student
government never really had any serious problems with the lack of money
they h_ad to deal with. "We didn't have that much trouble because we
didn't hl!ve that much money."
She scooted out farther to the edge of her chair and gestured into the air
with her bifocals. "You knew how much money you had to spend and you
didn't a spend over that. If you didn't have it you didn't spend it."
Ryan said that dudng that year, the student council received $8.50 from
(Cont. on page 1'f)· ~, ·{_
.-

After Home...Coming
COME HOME TO
THE BEST
OFYOURLIFE
WITH

,.'·

":::

Weekly Publication· of the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico

...
. ..

...

Come by and see
Our New
Fall Fashions
With Jeans by Fdded Glory,
Vicroy; Imports from
India and Afghanistan.

425

FIDELATONE: Record Washer

Ultratek AM-1200
Audio·monitot
BUY ONE GET THE OTHER ONE FREE
You S&\le 50% when you get this $120.00 12 inch 3·way
speaker system from Ultra linear.

Save 50%

90 DAY FREE FINANCING
FREE LAYfl;WAY

Was$15.00

Now

750

INSTAI>IT CREDIT
Inquire for details
•tndlcates mlnl11om monthly payment on oLir
revolving charge plan. Annuai petcentaga rate
Is 18% APR billed monthly at 11h%morithly.

HOURS: 10 • 6 MON-SAT.

10% discount on any
purchase with this ad.
1425 Central NE
3 blocks west of Galles.
842-6261

.~.
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Lazy Council Plagues
Rock-n-Roli.Students

NEW MEXICO LOBO

..,,.-
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. THE VOICE OF 'l'HE "UNIVERSI'l'Y· OF 'NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, October 16, 1956

Vol. 60

Gov. Jerry Apodaca
2"0 years ago

Director of Latin-American Center Marshall Nason in 1957 photo.

Some things never change.
Wed, Oct 19 thru Tues. Oct 25

Clark Gable

Charles Laughton

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

1935

PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS & "CALICO DRAGON"

SUNSHINE THEATRE
CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

1950's editor
D.M. Flynn

No.21

Improveffieiits-Mark ~1950's
As SUB, LOBO Make Strides

There really has been a Jot of
news this year, and I don't really
!mow where to begin.
LOBO Editor Eric McCrossen
has been doing a great job. But it
wasn't easy, what with the Student
Publications Board censoring his
editorial on Mary Failing of
Hokona Hall. It doesn't seem like it
was that long ago when McCrossen
called her Mary Failure and said she
was a "middle-aged frustrated old
maid."
·
Other parts of the LOBO, almost
forgotten now as I look back, were
pretty good also. Leonard Jermain,
the business supervisor, really got a
lot of good ads in to keep the papergoing. Some feel that Lenny will
end up teaching our sons and
daughters all about advertising.

We even had more people· than
ever g<;:>ing to school here. Its hard
to imagine that there were 5,854 of
us in the academic year 1956-57.
But only 1,563 women. Tough luck
guys, Better luck next year.
Speaking of enrollment, those
easterners are really coming here in
droves. This year there were more
than 60 of them. Pretty soon they'll
be more of them than we can
handle, and they'll be running for
elected positions.
Speaking of elections, the
politica_l arena has been among the
'most interesting. The Whigs, that
student party that. will undoubtedly
go down in the annuals of UNM
Student Council history, actually
came out and said it all .in a
nutshell. Lower, book prices, a co-

FOP. GALS

JUST IN TIME. FOR FALL
AT A SPECIAL LOW PRICE

op barbershop in the SUB
(something we' 11 always need) and
beer drinking in the fraternities and
dorms. A lot of people think those
guys are real hep-cats. Who says
Student Council is a circus?
And we finallY got that new grill
in the· SUB and they finally paved
the road in front of Hokon.a.
However,
will
the new
''University College," the one that
will hold all of the incoming
fr~shmen, really last? It will finally
alleviate the need for a junior
college in Albuquerque, President
Popejoy has told us, but some think
the thing will be phased out in a few
years.
Our 1956 Homecoming Queen,
lovely Sally Carpenter, turned a
pretty ankle at the Montana game
when the UNM eleven defeated the
Grizzlies 14-13. But that game was
marred when fans emptied out onto
the field in a 30 minute battle royal
during which our own UNM band
played the Star Spangled Banner, in
hopes of control the riot.
'War and Peace,' which most
people have already seen four
times, was probably the best picture
this year. At least that's what
LOBO movie critic Paul Sweitzer
said. Sweitzer said Hen{y Fonda
was the best in the pic, but Marlon
Brando wasn't so good . .That may
be all for Brando's movie career.
In the area of health, we got
those Salk vaccinations this year.
They've been cutting down on the
polio cases by leaps and bounds,
but the two shots we had to get
pained many an elbow.
But other developments haven't
been that good. It took a long time
for them to finally get the
mammoth $2.8 million Student
Union built.

Compiled by INLIKE FLYNN
Eight of· 10 Hungarian refugee
Nearly I 00, ,coeds from high· students who will enroll at UNM
sch.ools around the state will be on a;rived in Albuquerque Tuesday
campus Friday and Saturday. Here mght.
·
is a chance for UNM males who say
"cute girls never come to UNM" to
convince some of the cute ones to
Dr. Lincoln LaPaz of the UNM
come here next year. Males who are fac~lty' was recently honored by
dateless this weekend should sign havmg one of the larger craters on
up in the SUB,
·
the moon named after him.

• • •

•

•

•

Les Brown and the "Band of
Renown" will play in Carlisle
Gymnasium Saturday night from 9
to 12 at the student body dance.

• • •

Marron Hall, former women's
dorm, is being converted into a
permanent office building and will
be ready for occupancy within the
next two or three weeks.

• • •

The first round of Salk anti-polio
shots will l;Jegin Monday in the
campus infirmary, for University
students, chairman Carolyn Nielsen
announced today.

• • •

'

ORIG. $20 TO SJQ
Assorted Colors

5-M-L

• • •

The injury list has two regulars
out for the season, Dick Pribb1e
and Jerry Apodaca, both first
string halfbacks. Apodaca has a
broken ankle.
.
•
•
"'
The Student Senate met
yesterday and didn't do a thing.
student
government
This
represe.nted by the senate is useless.
lt is obvious that the time has come
when the student government at
UNM will operate better as a
unicameral government.

• • •

Remember the late forties and was an organization comprised of you know the words!
early fifties. They were post years. · all regularly enrolled undergraduate
And I also remember that the
The University was still running women on the University campus. Executive Committee of our
on a three-semester schedule to It
helped
promote
rules
Alumni Association decided after
accomodate the large ~OTC and regulations, and unity among th~ two year's deliberation to sponsor
NROTC programs, and, of course women's clubs.
the Alumni Chapel as a memorial
.
'
our returmng WWII veterans.
I know many of you remember to those who did not return. It was
These were the days of big our "Boots and Saddles" Club, to be constructed along Franciscan
Homecoming weekends. Everyone formed to keep alive western Mission lines and be nonhad house or dorm decorations on traditions and horsemanship. This denominational, a center for all
Frid.ay, and then stayed up all night club also organized an auxiliary in campus
religio11s
activities..
gettmg floats ready for Saturd;iy the late forties called the Contributions to build this $65,000
morning, Albuquerqueans and out- "Larriattes.'' Its purpose was to chapel were solicited from alumni,
of-town alumni and friends lined · lead the c~eering at games, keep up parents and students. The interior
Central
Avenue
as
our strong sp1rit and pursue the art of furnishings were donated by
Homecoming parade moved from rope twirling. The club .members organizations and individuals
the University to downtown wore dark pants, white blouses and wishing to honor or memorialize
. Albuquerque.
. carried bright red hats, and, of alumni. Today this continues to be
Student Senate numbered 40 to course, all wore boots.
an imposing part of our campus.
45 undergraduate students. Each
In 1948 '(do you remember?) we
or~anization on campus was had a new alma mater son; A
enlltled to a delegate to be either contest was sponsored by the
A
eleele~ o~ appointed by his ?r her Stu~ent Council and was won by
orgamzat10n. Student ~ounc1l was Cra1g Summers of Sigma Chi ..
Young Lady's
elected by the student body at large, Craig and his father had written the
adventure!
which numbered around 5,000 song several years before, but it had
open 9:00 til?
never been published. We are still
students. We had fun!
The Associated Women Students singing it today, and I hope all of

Sunday12-5
Sat.l0-6
j
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~LD 'l'OWN MERCHANTS
·Offer Yon A Taste
'OfTheOid West

Textile Crafts
Cooperative

Has What You Want

14 Karat Gold
Jewelry Exclusively
Turquoise-Diamonds-Chains
Pierced Earrings
Opening Early Nov.

"'

Handmade Originals
weaving
macrame
stained glass

clothing
pottery
special items

in Old Town 323 Romero NE No. 3

400 San Felipe NW.E2
•

Wool Ponchos

ByALUTION
Ex·ASUNM President
The I 950's - The Silent
Generation as we have now come to
be called.
It is true that we did not have the
rousing protests of the late 60's and
early 70's - the Vietnam era, but
nontheless the students were
involved in major social concerns
and
student
and
student
government played an important
role in those student efforts.
In
particular
the single
achievement of which I am most
proud, was the on going, stubborn
campaign that we mounted to
eliminate discrimination against
blacks in Albuquerque in places of
public accomodation, such as bars,
restaurants, motels and drug stores.
Yes, this was the age of panty
raids, and we did have rally's for a
day off after a particularly
important football win, but social
concerns were definitly llpfront as
well.
It would be fair to say that it was
a period that ·ranged from the
sublime to the ridiculous-the
· sublime being the victories in the
battle 'against racial discrimirtation
and the ridiculous-the annual
spring festive right of the panty
raid.

p(\Cb.l(l)WJ~
113

Jl00}€R.o

~ ot~ rown ~

OLD WEST PHOTOGRAPHY
Antique Portraits
Costumes To
Fit Over. Clothes

Photos Re.,.dy
In Minutes

Special Rates
Given To
Fraternities And
Sororities

Do Gangster And
Civil War Shots

In OldTown
842-8838

2'f'l.·OII)

r..<IF=~aron of ~ccf
GALLERY RESTAURANT
Member of Worft/ Famous Restaurants- International

323 Romero St.

AUlxuAOS
GAllER)!

+
f€:ffilf11St' SOOKst'OQW:

Excellent Cuisine and Gracious Service

Precious Arts and Antiques on Display

Frameless
Factory

A
Young Lady;s
adventure!

. 112. Romero.

open 9:00 til?

..

N. W.; Old To-.yn,

.. ..

~

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

•

t

The

Moccasin Shop
.&Rug Room

Custom
Framing
at
Reasonable
Prices

We carry
Taos, Kaibab
& Quoddy Moeassins
Saddle Blankets,
Belts & Handmade Rugs

You wiU enJoy
our personal service
Open Sundays

10% off with
studentiD

106·108 Romero St. NW
4Jbuquerque
Old Town
243·7438

C\~~~
V,(O

,,
Shop Monday-Frl. 10-9

-

These

Former President
Recaiis Placid Term

'

f
I

'

_Post-War UNM Accommodated
Wild Women· and Veterans

302 Rio Grande NW
Old ToWD
. 243-0291
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The Roy Johnson Era 1920-1959
By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
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"I don't think football is any fun
anymore. lt's no fun to practice
anymore. Football in my mind is
dull nowadays compared to the old
days."

Those are the reflections of a
man who came to UNM in 1920
when the University had only -I%
students.
Now a resident in northeast
Albuquerque, Ray Johnson reflects
eagerly on his 39 years as a football,
basketball and track coach. Since

ge .
· flannelled

- ..

I

at the

GB·XBR.A!t·

STORE

111 Harvard SE _: 266-7709
8117 Menaul NE - 296-503.9

z
"':;
s:
"'"'
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his. arrival at UNM, he saw the
Lobo football squad have its only·
undefeated season, first road trip ·
travelled by airplane, and a
gymnasium named after him while
he was still employed by the
University.
J o\:lnson' s bright. blue eyes shine
emotionally as he recalls his first
job with the University, "My job
was to promote academic and
physical education.''
This meant that Johnson had to
do everything from coaching the
athletic teams to filling in for
English and history professors

today Johnson says he could hold
his own.· "I'm in my eighties, but
I'd hold my own on the field. I'd
get more tired running on -and off
the field than I would playing." ·
Nonetheless, JohnSon says that
somethings in football aren't new,
"What they do now, we always did.
This wishbone formation: that's
one of the oldest formations. W.e
used that in grade school."
And Johnson went to grade
school before the development of
radio and commercial aircraft.
Other football (actics have been
left behind with the drop kick and
the Statue of Liberty play, Johnson
"We didn't .use tackling says regretfully. "You never see
dummies. We used live bait any tackle-around plays anymore.
"They get more exercise running .
for tackling."
in and out of the field thaa they do
playing the game," says Johnson.
when they were absent from classes.
Today's football coaches send
Coaching the old teams was
the plays into the quarterback
hard, he says. Funding was limited
through the use of a player. This
and the teams depended heavily on
maneuver was made common with
gate receipts. "One time we took
the u'nlimited substituion rules. But
only $2 at the gate and we had
Johnson objects.
guaranteed $2000,'' he says
"I think the kids ought to run the
chuckling over the mishap.
~arne. I like to see the quarterback
·Pounding his stout wooden cane call the game. Its good experience,"
into the carpet, Johnson spoke he says referring' to the educational
·about the methods of training experience the athletes picked up in
The impressive sophomore
athletes in the days before face his gridiron days.
masks and massive recruiting.
Johnson's years at UNM ushered
"We never spent more than one
in many innovations including the
hour a day and we never had spring ·
Lobo football team's first trip in an
practice,'' Johnson says of the early
airplane to California.
football Lobos. "And a Iotta times
rhe team traveled in a Ford
we couldn't practice more than
Trimotor to "the City of Wichita,"
half-an-hour a day." Johnson says
in 1929 after getting permission
that practices were often cut short
from the player's parents. Since the
because of the academic loads of_
plane couldn't accomodate all 18
some of his players.
players and a coaching staff of one
Equipment in the old days was
(Johnson), half the team flew to
much different than that used by
modern teams. "We didn't use
"I'm in my eighties, ·but
tackling dummies, we used live bait
I'd hold my own on the field.
for tackling," he says.
I'd get more tired running on
Johnson tells us that the boys
and
off the field than I
were tough, because they had to b~.
would playing."
John Dolzadelli, halfback for the
undefeated Lobos of 1927, said that
if a player got a cut or an abrasion,
California, and. the other half flew
Johnson would just rub iodine into
back.
the wound. Knee injuries? Johnson
"It was wonderful. We chased
would make the man run around
Roy Johnson's wife, the antelopes in Arizona and flew
the track a few times to loosen up,
through the Orand Canyon. God,
former Clyda Wilson, shown the kids got a kick out of that. We
Dolzadelli said.
·' But Johnson says in those days in a 1921 picture, one year had a wonderful pilot. Every kid
knee injuries were unheard of. Even before her marriage to Rt;~y.
had a chance to sit in the co-pilot's
seat and fly the plane. At least they
thought they did," Johnson recalls.
That game against Occidental
College was also another first for
the Lobos. Johnson says, "It was
the first time we ever played night
football. We used white jerseys and
a white football which confused us.
You couldn't tell who had the ball.
But we played before 30,000 people
in the Pasadena Rose Bowl."
Johnson's carreer at UNM
spanned nearly four decades. He
says the University's athletic
department rose from a thousand. dollar operation to the more than
$2 million business that it is today.
His teaching and coaching
carreer was thwarted briefly, only
once, when he was called into
service in the 1940s during the war.
The depression almost brought
UNM to its knees when all salaries
were cut by one-third. Johnson got
by in those days just as he had
gotten by in his college 'days. At the .
University of Michigan where he.
went to college, Johnson sometimes
held three jobs to pay his expenses.
Today the University's largest. ·
.
gym nasi urn stands at the main
entrance on Central Avenue'···
In 1957, Johnson stands before the newly-dedicated John- bearing his name. But Johnson
son Gymnasium, named in his honor.
·
says when he visits UNM,
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MARANTZ QUALITY, TO T~KE HOME TODAY!

0

Marantz and quality engineering are synonymous. This
Marantz 2238 AM I FM Receiver speaks in clear, powerful tones. A sensitive tuner
and full complement of controls mCikes this a winner.
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MAXELL UDXL II

MARATHON /'mar-a-i than/ n. an event characterized by great length
and effort. ·
During Our Semi-Annual Three- Day Marathon Sale, Custom Hi-fi,
the Great American Custom, has gone to great lengths,and effort to
bring the savings home to you, on the stereo you want. Come early or
late, we'll be here with Legendary savings. We've got your stereo;·
we've gotyour.price. Quantities limited on some items.

•

The best 90 min. cassette·
made case lot (12)

,_

fi.ffi\

ROLL WITH THE FLOW
IN STEREO!
.
.

I

.,

8-Track Recorder

59.95'

..8
•

Transcription Turntable with base and dust cover

SHUREM91ED

.

Cas II PrJU $321,00 + 5% state &lcgltax. ~5.45 dnrn
an~ 11 mont~lyp•yments ol Slll.fi31'11litll in dudes aedll.

hit l. property insurance, Annual Percenta11e Aate tt.l3%
oererred paym!fll price &36'U4,

only 820.53 mo.

Three-way Speaker

PIONEER PL-117

17.95

Fully Automatic Turntable

-·

ECI1556 CLOSEOUT!
SANV08400

i' ····'·-· •
.

~----

8

Hourly

l[',--=:._
.;_.fj ...~..._.
---·
• • ::::--;
~...,.

111.
ECI PROFILE 600

Three-way Speaker
witH 12"-woofer was
$109

Specials

KOSS

K-145

Studio-Quality Headphones

-

" ,.,,·

A

"'io~

PIONEER CT·F4242

I..:._-. "'I

199

8

29

8

•
The great sounds sound' greater on Sansui's 5050
AM/FM stereo receiver. The B.I.C:920 turntable
comes complete With base, dustcover and cartridge.
ECI's new Profile 620 speaker systems complete
another beautiful system for you!

• . .

Superior Cassette Recorder
· with Dolby

S-track AND cassette recordiog and playback for the enthusiast who wants .it alii

PIONEER INTEGRATED AMP·

MARATHON SYSTEM #2

This 6-speaker system will lift your heart to
new heights. The bass, midrange and highs
could have believing it's live I Special
Closeout price.

l';

PIONEER KP-4000

In-dash AM/FM Stereo
Cas~elte Player

F~iday

M'-'RATHON SYSTEM #3
The Marantz 22528 AM/FM stereo receiver Is one
outstanding component. ECI's Profile 100 speaker system
is ajoy to hear. Pioneer's PL115 turntable complete with
Audio-Technlca AT-910 cartridge add up to an outstand·
ing system to be prgud of. At Custom Hi Fi's oulstandlng
row price of
": ·
•

A truly finP. r.omnonent. Th.e
Pioneer SA 5500 is an audiophile's dream package. Mic
mixing, low distortion, clickstop tone controls and power
to spare. A real knock-out at
only ...

DYNAMIC DUO

Dlscwasher recorder cleaner and Soundguard

---- I
' • .-.

,,

... •l

,, "..

only 828.78 mo.

only 25.25 mo.

cash PrlceS7U.!JO • 5.,, stale & local t~ SB6.45down
~nd 3! monthly payments or S28.76 which ~~~tudes mdil
hie, & property insurance_ Annual Percenlag~ Rate 20.04.%
Oe!err~d paymenl prrce SID35.36, ,

Deferred payment price 1101.00.

8

PIONEER TS-690

•

6x9 High-quality car speaker

9.95
Fantastic 4-way
23<'L' speaker system

WATTS DISC PREENER

Record Cleaner

3.18

IIi'!-.. :!. . . ._____,

"•',' .. • -.-

Marantz audiophile components are quality personified. These
separates, the 3200 pre-amp, the 140 power amplifier and the 112
FM stereo tuner combine for performance unequalled in a receiver.
AND, all the walnut enclosures are included so they look as great
as they sound •

""'~
'

PIONEER CAR STEREO
TP9005

8

MARANTZ 6100
Belt-drive manual turntable with aula-return
and shutoff. Professional
quality makes this a
winner! With base and
dustcover.

Reel· to· Reel recorder.
Breakfast Special!

sgg·

249

8

The ultimate Tower Speaker. A huge
12" woofer with passive radiator doublesyour bass response. The 2x5"
horn tweeter rings in the high sou~ds
beautifully. Together, the system 1s

ECI1275R CLOSEOUT!

A beautiful speaker. 12" woofer, 5" .midrange
and 3" tweeter lets all the sounds come
through for you!
Fu!l90 day warranty

'i399'm""

In-dash AM/FM Stereo
with 8-!rack player. A .
beautiful sounding addition for your traveling
machine. Fits most
American cars.

812995

SPECIAL! MARANTZ SEPARATES W/FREE WALNUT ENCLOSURES

IIZ:t .

sgg

8

•

.LJ£t ~ ,.---., ' '"' ' ·"f1,

19

MARANTZ 2238

9
14 '
•

$

Tremendous buy on a Super Receiver

s

Cash Priee$411.11111 + ~"'I staie & local tu 113.Hdown
and 24 month!ypaymen!S ot U!US which lildvdes credi1.
.tile & prOperty Insurance. An~ual Percentage Rite 21.54%.

PIONEER SE-205

Superior Headphones

INTRODUCING! ECIIMAGE 3

•.

."

329

.8

ECI1253W

Highly acclaimed Phono Cartridge

8

-·.
. -- ..,\

----.__y

PIONEER PL-1120

.

Pioneer's KP5005
in-dash AM/FM ·
Stereo cassette
has super sound.
The Power House
II adds extra '
punch to drive
Pioneer's 692 full
dimension speakers. All for only

~87 ~•:f,j

CHANNELMASTER HD-6005

.

Pioneer's SX450 is an ideal budget receiver. Power and specs to drive ECI's
Profile 400 speakers to concert levels.
The BSR 2260 tolat turntable is complete with base, dustcover and cartridge.
Sounds beautiful.

Starts TODAY at 6 p.m.
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MARATHON SYSTEM #1
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The Great American
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SAVINGS ON 9 GREAT SYSTEMS.
SERIOUS STEREO • , •
AFFORDABLY YOURS.

S?und reprod~qlion has come a long w~y from those first days of Rock
N Roll. Now, 11 s affordable to you. We ve matched Pioneer's SX450

AM/FM stereo receiver, a real beauty with sensilive FM tuner and
1/exibi/ily a-plenty. with the B+C 920 automatic turntabl!mlmp/ete with
base, dust cover and cartridge. Completing this super system are ECI's
new pro lite 600 speaker systems With Big 8" Woofers for clean, rich
sound.

GREAT STEREO CAN BE YOURS ••• TODAY!
Great stereo need not cost a fortune. The cost differences lie in more
power and extra features. Sansui's 5050 AM/FM stereo receiver is an
exerciSe _In !asle and perfo~mance. Amedium· powered receiver, it offers
total ffex•bllity at a great pnce. Matched with Sansui's SR222 manual
belt,·drive turntable. complete with base, dustcover and cartridge. and
ECI s new profrle 620 speaker systems. the total sound is so good you
have to hear It to believe, it's only
' ·

-~~

S49995

Vol, 72

BY ''Shenandoah"

S59995

.®PIONEER

.

MARANTZ QUALITY .•• YOU KNOW!
At Custom HI·FI, we carry only the best. Marantz lives up to our
reputatio~. We've chosen the Marantz 2238 AM/FM stereo receiver,
loaded Wilh the features you want and FM reception that will startle you
Dual's 1237 belt·drive turntable is new for 1978 and features the accurate
straight-design tone arm. Complete with base, dus/cover and cartridge.
To top off this excellent system we've matched the new ECI Profile 680
speaker systems to bring the soumfs home to you.

WE PASS THE SAVINGS ON ••• TO YOU!
Where else but a/ Custom HI·FI can you buy. power and performance by
P1oneer at these prices/ The Pioneer SX·750 AM/ FM stereo receiver Is
beaulif~l and the po~er is /here when you need it. The Pioneer PL510A
belt·dnv~ turntable iS a beaut9 and comes complete with base, dustcover
and cartndge. ECI'S Spectrum 4001 speakers are the product of
advanced technology you have to hear to believe/ Altogether the sound
is breathtaking/
'

. . .,....

·-=-. _, •• _

.

POWER _AND CLEAN SOUND ARE YOURS

The hrgh;rankmp S_ansui 7070 AM /FM stereo receiver offers you
outstandln_g flexrbility and power with quality from Sansui, oatural/y.
Arnasterp~ece of technology that wif/ amaze you. Dual's new 1241
bell-drive turntable brings the subtle nuances of your music through for
you and comes complete with base, dustcover and cartridge. The ECI
Legend Xspeaker systems feature the latest design for increased bass
response and magn/llcent performance.

1

Up Against the Wall Mother

Pioneer makes It, so you know it's great. Custom Ht-Ft knows you like
your music clean and with Pioneer's SX650 AM /FM stereo receiver. the
sounds come through for you, beautifully. Power to drive ECI's New
Profile 660 speakers with ease and enough flexibility to custom design
y~ur sounds. Pioneer's PL115D belt-drive turntable handles your records
w1th care and comes complete with base, dustcover and cartridge.

''"~~

OBO

Tuesday, Qctober 8, 1968

MORE POWER ••• MORE SOUND

@PIONE~·

EXICO

A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING
makes a love-In complete and this
Highland High ·school seniortook
the statement literally. Her flowers,
long hair, beaded necklace, rings,
long gown and flute typify
everything UNM's first love-In
Sunday was about. The love-In,
which lasted from dawn till dusk,
featured seven bands ahd of course
people, mostly being themselves.
Most organizers felt that if nothing
else, this first love-In was a start.

Lobo
beat
Wichita!
Open 9:00 til?

'~

·~

of

Our task is also one educatiOn.
While our ranks swell in number
each year, there are still those who
blindly accept the same tired old
propaganda spewed forth by the
tools of ·the military/industrial
complex. I address myself to the
,l}rothers responsible for igniting
cherr~ bombs in the dormitories,
and who also stole the fire
extinguishers for use as keg coolers.
My friends, bY. those actions you
have
unwittingly
sacrificed
newspaper space which could have
been used to advance the cause. I
admit that wasting air time is a far
?lo_re serious of.fense, media space
ts tlght enough as it is. Don't waste

Brothers and Sisters, this·wil! not
only mark. the end of a decade but
the last timel'l.l be writing to ~au.
We finally got a draft counselor
here on campus, too late to do me
any good, so tomorrow I stick out
my thumb for the long trip north.
By the time the local draft board in
Bangor, Maine gets around to
processing my papers, I'll be safely
a:vay. One more victory for our
side.
As we move into the 70's we
must continue to rage against the
brutal, inhumane policies of a· facist
government. We must carry tile
fight. to th; ~unning-dog lackeys-of
the Impe.ttahst bourgeois, cut the· it .
I predict a new society, one of
strings from puppetmasters of
peace,
love and understanding, will
power, and bri11g an end to the
abour by our higher
be
brought
repressive politics of the Robotlevel
of
conciousness.
1t will
Me?. War is a betrayal of mankind •
and
certainly
include
better
drugs
Bes1des, you can get killed .
more sex.

-II

20% Discount

Mon.-Fri.~

to UNM students,
faculty and staff

9:00-.6:00

Sat•.
9:00-2:00

Kindergarten, prekindergarten, pre-school and
day care available at ·

I

I·

I

511 Wyoming N.E. 265·3667
1631 Eubank N.E. 293·4508 · . •

Foothills Child
Development Center

---------Opening For Your Business!
Saturday October 15
U
ope
Excellent facilities.

12215 Towner NE 294-3703

'

.

HEIGHTEN YOUR PERCEPTION
Grea_t stereo so~nd can change your life. You've never heard it so good

as wrth Pioneers SX850 AMJFM stereo receiver. More power means
res~rve pcw~r for those peak musical passages, and this gem delivers.
eaSily. ~+ Cs Incredible 960 automatic turntable offers multiple play
convemence with m_anua/ ac~uracy, and comes complete with base,
dustcover and cartndge. ECI s Spec/rum 5001' speaker systems will
have you believing in miracles.
@PIONEER'

sgggas

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY •• ,
DOWN HOME SOUNDS
Sansui's 808008 AM I FM receiver has it all plus dolby noise reduction
for clean, clear highs for those not-so-quiet nights. Power is a must
for concert level performance and this one's go till Dual's New 1245
direct-drive turntable performs like the pro it is. Complete with base,
dustcover and Audio·Technica's 912SA cartridge. Cerwln·Vega's
311R speakers are the voice of this exceptional system. Let the good
sounds roll!

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND

When you_wan_f t~e b~st come to Custom Hi·FI. Legendary pertormance
1s yours With Pmneer s SX1050 AM /FM stereo receiver. Every feature
you could posSibly want IS here, and then some. Pioneer's PL55D
turntable tr~nsports your records with the utmost in accuracy and
dep~ndabrlity. Complete With base, dustcover and the incredible
A~dm·Technlca AT14SA cartridge. ECI's Image Ill Towers round out
thiS ~uperb .system. They are great, with a huge 12" woofer and
pass1ve
. radiator for the sounds you feet and hear al the same lime .

..
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fine motorized bicycles
J.J. Moped

5005
Menaul
N
E
'
(across from Labelles)
262-0858
The Great American

Take tea and crumpets and a test ride
on the. only indoor demonstration track
in the western hemisphere
~::· ... ~~-

3222 Central SE 268-3949we've restored the old "Goodwill'' building
jack Lerner &

Jim_ O'Leary- Owners
/
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.... Hometown Girl .
The most enchanting
fall fashion arrivals now
at WildRose

(cont. from page 8)
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along with sup~r
spreads and tapestries
stop by and see.
Birkenstocks

Danskins
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each student. Students had.a total of 10 activities to pay.for. Some of them
were musical talent, 50 cents: the debate council, 5 cents: the LOBO, 70
cents and band, 25 cents.
·
UNM siudent government 37 years ago hao not reached quite the level of
complicity as it has today. Ryan said there was no attorney general or
student court. The general student body elected nine senators to represent
them in the student' council. In turn, these nine senators elected a p~esident
and vice president, from among the group .
"We didn't have that refinement of government then as you do now "
Ryand said. "But I think there were student governments back then that
had a tremendous amount of power." However, l:TNM was ·not nearly as
mature then as it is today, she said. What the student government was
doing'then,'' seemed almost superficial, in so many ways. We felt it was
important. It fit the institution as the institution was at that time."
Over t~e years UNM ha~ matured, and with that maturity has come an
increase m the amount of power held by student government, she said.
·:The size ofthe University has demanded that student government become
big business. r. don't think big business is necessarily good, but I suppose
that's the way It a has to be.''
Ryan said she believes there is a tremendous amount of apathy plaguing
the students of UNM these days. Because ofthis, there doesn't seem to be
many valid controversies brewing within the chambers of student govern·
ment, she said, "We received recognition {in 1944) because we did some·
thing good. Now senators get recognition for zanniness or controversial
activities which don't really accomplish They fan the tires - but I guess
it's just a sign of the times.
.
"We tried to integrate the students - to bring them all together. It
appalls me now, knowing that nothing is being done to continue that
integration."

~
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..qampus Society

Lobo Photo by Farley

s11so

Bitch-In

·'

Hokona Hall's lounge was wired for sound for last night's ht>urs
gripe-session sponsored by A WS-WRH. A portable microphone was
necessary so that all 170 participants could hear. One junior woman,
Connie Cohn, explained that if UNM was trying "to keep girls out
of trouble, they should lock up the ooys I"

A Partying School

lobo
men's
shop

The 60's Heyday
dynamic institution. The decade of setting. The third area of note
By Larry Rominger
The University of New Mexico the sixties was probably the most during the sixties was the Lobo's
from 1960-1970 was trl!lY a significant in the one hundred and dominance of the newly formed
Western Athletic Conference. In
ten year history of this institution.
Four major areas of growth and fact, it may have been this
change characterized this era. The unequalled success in the field of
.most evident was the almost athletics that attracted many
geometeric growth in size of the products of the "baby boom" to
student body. The campus the campus. UNM won· more
population more than doubled and championships in more sports than
transformed UNM into one of the any other school in the conference
largest universities in the Rocky from 1960-1970. With only a few
Mountain area. In ·addition to the ·exceptions, every W .A.C. title the
crowding of classrooms and other Lobos have ever won was in the
facilities, the most noticeable middle sixties. New Mexico won the
evidence of this fantastic growth first three football championships
was the rapid disappearance of ever contested and even had the
parking space on and around opportunity to go to a major postcampus, a problem that has season bowl game. Bob King's
transcended time and been round bailers sprung out of Johnson
Gym and into national prominence
magnified in the seventies.
In order to accommodate the starting in 1962, and reached the'
tremendous "people growth," the finals of the N.I.T. during the 63-64
physical plant was continually season. Lew Alcinder"s {Kareem
expanded and re-vamped to meet Abdul Jabbar) U.C.L.A. Bruins'
student needs. This decade saw visited the newly constructed arena
hundreds of millions of dollars for the Western Regionals in 1968,
invested in new facilities and the a year U .N.M: was ranked as high
campus was continually in a as 5th in the National U.P .I. polls.
physical state of flux with the Basketball was established as the
of
construction number one sport in a southwestern
evidence
everywhere: mud, detours, changed city for the first time ever, and the
classroom assignments and even Lobes led the nation in attendance
fewer parking spaces. The major for several years during this era.
portion of UNM's masterplan for
Students also flocked to (of all
physical growth was completed sports) track events as New Mexico
during this period with an established itself as the best dual
architectural design and style that is meet track team in the nation with
characteristic of this southwestern its 98-47 thrashing of N.C.A.A.
champs U .S.C. 11 was not unusual
to have 15,000 rabid fans watch the
likes of Adolph Plummer run
against Ulis Williams at University
. ~n summary, UNM during the
Sixites was a fun place to spend the
YOUR EQUIPMENT IS MISERABLE
transition from high school to the
non-academic world outside.· The
tremendous growth of the
institution and the university
community in general afforded
almost
every
student
an
opportunity to get involved in some
phase of this expansion, thereby
making our years at New Mexico
more meani11gful then, and even

· We!lre havinr:. a

Party!!
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~(cont. from page H)

community. Who's still single,
who's gotten married, doings with
his friends, exploits of the home
team and other sports events, social
events and the effects the war is
having on his, and your home
town. Also dwell a bit on some of
the thinngs the two of you used to
do and places you used to vfsit.
Recall some past activities. Enclose
a few newspaper clippings from
your home town paper.
Don't Tell him.:
I. Your woes. He certainly has
enough of those himself!

2, Your. complaints. How is he
going to do anything about them
when he's across the Atlantic?
3. Anything you think you're
deprived of. How, in the world is he
going to be able to do anything
about them?

'
having meeting rent payments,
or
buying food or any other
uncecessary financial details. Don't
string it out.

STYX
·The Grand Illusion
Styx delivers again with "The Grand
Illusion." A landmark album with all the
dynamism, hard-driving rock, and
distinct vocal harmonies that make
every Styx performance a musical event.
Includes the single "Come Sail Away."

lobo
beat
Wichita!
Open 9:00 til?

DBIVER

No Accident
Energy is the first thing you feel. !:larddriving, steaming, comin'-at-you power
in a special brand of burning, highjuiced rock with the strong melodic line
that js Driver's signature. Includes the
single "A New Way To Say I love Yo"!:'

profe&sionals?
• Since 1950
• We're opticians. not just order writers!

• Personal. professional, fast service
• Low prices
• Find Casey Opticians at

4. Doleful predictions about the
future. He's fighting for all of our
. futures right now, don't get him
down with talk like that.

5. Anything about how much of
a problem you or your family is

r.

THE STRANGLERS
IV Rattus Norvegicus
Already busting into .the Top 10 on the
English charts, The Stranglers' debut
album goes for the throat, with a sound
that's been characterized as raunchy,
perverse, even sinister in some
·quarters. Whatever it is, safe it's not.
Coming Soon!: The new Stranglers
album, "No More Heroes?'

THE DINGOES
Five Times The Sun

SE

listening to the debut album by The
Dingoes is like listening to an amalagam
of all that has been positive in American
rock for the past 10 years. Yet your ears
sense something wholly original, and
above all vital-a whole new chapter in
rock & roll by the group from "down
under?' Includes "Smooth Sailing?'

·-

BACK PACKING IS MISERABLE!
WHEN

Let us show you our complete line
of quality backpacking gear and outdoor
clothing at New Mexico's
complete backpacking
mountaineering store

2421 San Pedro NE
Just west of Coronado Center

266·8113
· M&??&W4Me•t'df&&&?Awiy
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'' 1977 A&M RECORDS. INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

International
A Unisex Salon

l!_DW,

A
Young Lady's
adventure!
open 9:00 til?

54.77

ydlow 11~1tt1
lnno"ol(orSkop t'lt!.li"C'!\1 )'nu.
Tltt• J5S llail'r!llf ts uvallublc/rJY It H'hole loi lr>~'i' at:

0166
2
55.
.L--====.:·-==-----------..J

Exclusively. byappointment
(Betwoon Wyo.mlng
and Louisiana)

7804 Central Sf

On Sale Now

I

I

4M

RECORDS

'I

·~~

Avai Iable at both
L.P. Goodbuy Locations
3701 Central N.E.
across from Fat Humphrey's

Eastbank Center
(Eubank and Candelaria
next Dairy Queen)
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Billy the Kid ·Lives itl library
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By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
Up a long set of mosaic stairs,
and through a Spanish-sty!'ed
wrought-iron gate is Zimmerman
Library's Special Collections

Rooms, whiGh sharply contrasts
with the sterile, fluorescent
atmosphere of the library. The
items that the Special Collections
staff work with, are also in contrast
. .\lith regular library mil!erials.
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HAYA'I SHALOM

Recor.ded Message
Phone

CAESAR
~ t!:jl'
OPENING SOON!
home of the Italian
style hot dog
4701Menau( NE

The HP-29C won't forget
your programs,;

The new Hewlett-Packard 29C offers· you more in
a continuous memory calculator ... 98 program steps,
label addressing, three levels of subroutines and
more. When other calculators forget, the 29C retains
its 98 program steps and 16 of its 30 data r~isters.
And coming soon, the HP-19C, identical to the 29C
but a truly· hand-held portable printing scientific.
This is a unit you have to see to appreciate.

I

The Student Book Store
2122 Central SE 243-1777
(across from the Journalism Building)

"The Special Collections Rooms
are for material that can't be
handled in the tradition!ll way of
libraries, putting everyttyng on a
shelf. This includes letters, diaries,
original manuscripts, business
records, photogaraphs, t\(pes,
maps, and rare books," said Judy
Pence, assistant Special Collections
librarian.
Carol· Joiner, acting director of
the collections, said, "The rooms
are a reference collection So there
are no circulating items, except a
limited number in the Anderson
Room for Western Americana. But.
with special permisSion, everything
can be us.ed for classes and class
· persentations."
The Special Collections are three
rooms: The Thomas Bell Room the
Anderson
Room
located
downstairs, and the Coronado p
Room.
The Thomas Bell Room n;tmed
after New Mexico's first Rhodes
scholar, is for rare books. They line
the wood-paneled room in glasscovered shelves, their bindings
etched by time and previous
owners.
LOBO p"oto by Phyllis M. KushrJer
The Bell Room is the only
The Special Collections area of Zimmerman Library"
humidified and air-conditioned
room in the library !'to preserve the houses many old and rare books.
Albuquerque
phone
old books by avoiding extremes in in 1976. It is called "USA 1976: A and
temperature and dryness for the Frenchman's
View of the directories, aating back to 1931.
Also contained in the Coronado
paper and leather bindings; they are Bicentennial."
Encased irt clear blue plexiglass, Room is the Doris Duke
so fragile," Joiner said.
The oldest book in the library, a the box is a mesh of sliding panels. Foundation of Oral History, a
book of religious psalms, is carried When a panel is removed, it reveals collection of approximately 1000
gently and reverently to the table. It another facet of American life. It recordings of New Mexican Indian
a collection of songs, stories and folklore, said
was printed in 1476 in Germany. contains
The book is tied tautly together serigraphs-silk-screen prints- a Joiner.
"Doris Duke was a Ne\v York
with string to prevent it from being book to read along with the pictures
pulled out of shape by the lightning and an odd a$sortmen t of philanthropist who fell in love with
memorabilia, representing America the Indian culture and did
of the pigskin binding ..
something about it. She started the
The book was writted by as the French see it.
All the memorabilia are in sealed tape collection foundation," she
Cardinal Juan de Torquemada and
printed in Latin. "Many people .cellophane wrap to protect and said.
pioneer collection of
A
think the book is handwritten preserve them. The assortment
'includes
a
crushed
Coca-Cola
can,
recordings
are also filed in the
because the letters don't look
an
envelope
of
popped
popcorn,
an
library.
"The
tapes are interviews
printed. Actually ihe printers had
no other example to follow ,besides eagle feather, a facsimi.le .F.B.I. with old people who lived in
script so they copied a handwritten poster of the then-figitive Patty territorial New Mexico," Joiner ·~
Hearst, and an electric plug.
. said.
alphabet," said Pence.
The archives, another facet of the
Also included is a record by
Five hundred years later, on the
latest end of the time spectrum, is a Aretha Franklin, a dollar bill, a Special Collections, includes letters
· collector's item from France. It was fake sheriff's badge from and original manuscripts from such
given to the University by Jack Kentucky, a puzzle map of the authors as Gertrude Stein, D.H.
Kolbert, former UNM professor United States and a water-filled, Lawrence, Joyce Carol Oates, and
and city councilman, who was given glitter-slivered paperweight of the Robert Creeley-a poet and former
it by one of the authors, Michel New York skyline with the Statue UNM professor.
Butor, a visiiting French professor, of Liberty.
"We have the progress of books
"We have the most difficult time going through the original
trying to catalogue all the different manuscript to the completed book.
A
articles," Pence said.
It is really an insight to the creative
Young Lady's
In the Anderson Room, named process," said PeDre.
adventure!
after Clinton P . .(\nderson, a
2500 dime novels, forerunners of
former New Mexico senator, the the comic book, are in the Special
open 9:00 til?
Western Americana is located. The Collections Rooins but the
books here include biographies of librarians stressed that the pulp
famous and infamous Western magazines are "not· a browsing
characters like Wyatt Earp and collection, it is only for researach
Billy the Kid, along with the because the papers are so fragile."
original Western book collection of
. ne Special Collections Rooms
(:linton Anderson.
The Coronado Room contains are open Monday through Friday,
New Mexicana such as the books of 8-4:30 p.m. and Wednesday
Urtiversity hisiory, Indian history, evenings, 6:30-9 p.m.

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN·

movie ·watch
Compiled by GEORGE GESNER long as Colonel Sanders isn't in the
love scene it should pass. The show
and BRIAN MA TJ,'HEWS
begins to sizzle at 7:30 and 9:20
You Light Up My Life: It could p.m. at the Cinema East.
Rolling Thunder: Major Rime is
be an enlightening filnt with an
a
Vietnam
vet and POW, I:Iis wife
unusual dilemma. A. young lady
murderj!d back home
and
child
are
wants to be a singer, but her
comedian father wants her to be a and it's vengeance time and the
comedienne, but she's not cut out blood starts pouring. The Rane
to be a funny lady. Tile title song storm starts at 7:45 and 9:45 p.m.
has pushed Pat Boone's daughter at the Cinema East.
A Piece of the Action: Bill
Debbie into the number one spot on
Sidney Poitier and James
Cosby,
the Hot 100. Song battles comedy
Earl
Jones
believe in the motto of
at the Coronado 4 at 5:45,7:45 and
'"good
will
and piece" and they
9:45p.m.
take
it
any
way
they can at ·the Los
I Never Promised You a Rose
at
5:15,
7:30 and 9:45
Altos
Twin
Garden: A woman's. version of
p.m.
Cuckoo's Nest. A young girl
The Late Show: Art Carney and
struggles to regain her 'sanity and
Lily
Tomlin star in this delightful
identity. The gripping drama sh~\VS
detective
show. Although .lohnny
at Coronado 4 at l :50, 3:50, 5:50,
Carson won't be there the. show is
7:50 and 9:50p.m.
The
Lincoln
Conspiracy: scheduled to start today at Don
Ponchos.
Another documentary toys with the
Outlaw Josie Wales: Clint
. pages of history trying to make our
Eastwood is just as ornery as the
past more confusing than our
next outlaw. A pleasant farmer
future. The film goes from Ford
goes off the deep end and avenges
Theatre to the Coronado and
the killers of his family. To topMontgomery Plaza Theatres
notch movie shows at the M Plaza
showing at 1, 7, and 9 p.m.
and Galeria Twin at 7 and 9:30
Kentllcky Fried Movie: An outBlack and White in Color: A
of-control satire said to be more
catchy title for the Academy-award
polished than Groove Tube. As

'

Tonight, as part of UNM's
1977 Homecoming Festivities, War,
one of the premier fusion-crossover
groups in the world will be in
concert at University Arena. The
show.. begins at., J! p.,trt., with
Rcdbone and Tower of Power
taking the stage lights first.
The concert should be a
welcomed event, as the Popular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
has had problems booking Rhythm
& Blues/Jazz influenced groups.
War has always (since it's
conception with Ex- football star
Deacon Jones as Night-Shift) been
an outstanding show band. Their
live preformances stand up to their
studio recordings extra well.
War took off in the Long
Beach/Compton, Ca. area. Harold
Brown:Drums, Charles Miller:Sax,
Howard
Scott:Guitar,
B.B.
Dickerson:Bass,
Lonnie
Jordan:Keyboards, and Papa Dee
percussion became the top band on
the club circuit around the LA area.
Eric Burdon happened to catch
one of War's notes, suggested that
the group give Lee Oskar-a
Danish harmonica player a shake
and War has been doing

extraordinary things ever since.
I stated that War had a
R&B/Jat.z influenced sound, but
that is only part of it. There's Latin
and even rock, War is probably the
group that first brought together
those elements, and placed them in
the · forefront-artd pr<lflted by
doing so. War has a new album
called Galaxy coming up.
Tower of Power, is by no means
a shaky group either. They -arc
veterans of the studio and several
LPs. You will sec many credits to
Tower of Powers Horn Section on
some of the most predominant
recording artists today. Their latest
album is Ain't No Stoppin' Us
Now. A new album is in the works.
The first act will be Redbone.
Redbone is on a comeback. After
several
albums
for
the
Epic/Columbia record label, the
group has found a new home with
the RCA family.
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USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE~
OTHER LOCATIONS:

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

5431 Central NW

POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
REG. $1.29 VALUE
FRIES, BEVERAGE

10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

WITH THIS COUPON

$109

REDEEM AT_1Q;30LOMAS.ATYALE
Expires October 29, 1977

HOURS:.
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.

Exceptional quality at
prices lower than the
competition. Burgers
are made from lean
ground chuck, not
hamburger meat, no
fillers added. Chilli
burgers with homemade
red or green chilli
our sp~cialty. Also
rolled Tacos, Bean
Burritos, Homemade
salads and pastries.

Jumbo
Jacks
Drive
Inn
Gold &
Yale SE

~~PANCHO'~
~ 2108 CENTRAL SE e 247·4114

COt..l.JMSIA P/C1UR!S Ptl'll"l'

• BBS Prod"'.,o"

JACK NICHOLSON

All Seats
94c

"BREATHTAKING. A SPECIAL FILM." -~g~1~~~~··
"REMARKABLE AND MEMORABLE."
-Jucll1h Crlsl, Saturday Review

"A QUITE PERFECT FILM."
-Arc.herW/nsten, N.V, Post

!NOW SHOWING!!

AND

~

ACADEMY
AWARD

IN

COLOR
.1-<aCT

A

WINNER
Foreign Film of The Year

3013 CENTRAL N.E.
265·4759

Young Lady's
adventure!
open 9:00 til?

THIS MOVIE IS TOTALLY
OUT OF CONTROL

!NOW SHOWING!!

u

Rare ...vet so well-done 1

/:~tl"'tr1

Annie Hall; A triumph. for
Woody Allen. Dilme Keaton ]las a

T
H
E

-..y.-· --·

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!

from Uncle" and" "Grand Moff
tarken" team up in this sci-fi
adventure. It may not be a Star
Wars, but should interest the fourdimensional crowd. Find out why
they have come to the East Dale,
co·ronado and Montgomery
Theatres .
Star Wars: Is there anyone who
hasn't seen it? Scheduled to run til
Christmas, it shows at the Mall
Cinema at 12 noon, 2:30, 5, 7:30

role deserving for a fine actress.
One of the better films this year
starts at 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45

J:IJ£1:/tS

Friday: Wernet Herzog's
Even Dwarfs Stcuted Small

"'

p.m.
Starship Invasions:" "The man

and 10 p,m.

1:'/V/:,. L71N!I

War DeciQted
By BRIAN MATTHEWS

winning foreign film front the Ivory
Coast. Africa comes to the Lobo
Arts Thentre at 7:45 and 9:30p.m.
Five Easy Pieces: Alth()ugl! D.M.
Flynn said that Karen Black is one
of them, let's not forget that Sally
Struthers is too. A movie that did a
lot for Jack ""Lobotomy"
Nicholson is . the KRKE-FM
midnight movie Saturday night at
the Fox-Winrock.
CindeKtlla: It kind of makes you
wonder ·where the prince pnt the
·glass slipper. It's a first for X-rated
movies; pretty girls, go()d music
and passable humor. A review may
make it in the Lobo next week,
barring space limitation. The royal
ballroom is at the Fox-Wi.nrock and
the co11ch arrives at 7:30 and 9:22

Saturda_y
7:00 and 9:15
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A
MiMI PECKIM'AifS

"STRAW DOGS"
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Showtimes:
\
Weekdays· 7:30, ·9:20
Weekends· 2:0(1, 3:50, 5:40, 7:30, 9:20
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:·l Od:Ob€-rfest: DanCe· of the Hours
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By TINA MEDINA
o
Rodey
Theatre
was
.g transformed into a ballroom of.
..:I movement and sound Sunday
~ night. Although they weren't' Fred
0 Astaire and Ginger Rodgers, the
8 UNM dance instructors and
·~ students provided · an enjoyable
::E performance at dance Octoberfest.
i:;
Alan Baker's Galaxy, a
Z contemporary ballet, was moving
~ and graceful, ranking as the best
" performance of the night. John
Malolepsy, the lighting designer,
did an excellent job, ·with the
lighting for Galaxy. The ballet was
accompanied by Concerto for
Percussion and Small Orchestra by
Darius Milhaud. ·

'I •
j •
f

i

J!

(

i '

Aztet;'a Ballroom provided ribald
humor as L'om MacDougal and Lee
Connor danced to music by Meryl
Haggard· and Dolly 'Parton. Both·
MacDougal and Connor wore. very
colorful customs, befitting of the
scene.
Dani'el Nargrin's Spanish Dance,
performed by Lom MacDougal,_ .is
an impression of flamenco With
music by. Genevieve Pilot. It was
not as strong as the other dances,
unfortunately.
.
Lee Connor performed in masks
in Please Don 'I Stone The .Clowns
choreographed by Carla Maxwell.
The piece &ccomp&nied by D.
Scarlatti and· J .S. Bach music was
very amusing and entertaining.

Our Place tied the even~ng
together with students performmg
an imporvisational danct.. cre~ted
on their personalities. The p1ece
was choteograplled by Cliff Keuter,
a guest instructor during the past
summer.
.
Dance Octoberfest will agam
delight audiences tonight and
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. A Sunday
matinee will be performed on the
16th at 2:30p.m.

~

'
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~CP<Dfl41N# (!!i])fltN)~
By GEORGE GESNER ·

Keller Hall was the -scene of
UNM's version of the Gong Sh?w
in the second annual Homecommg
talent show last Tuesday. Some of
the talent was brilliant, others
deserved to be gonged.
The show was set up in two
different categories; musical and
non-musical with $50 going to first
place and $30 to second place in

::----~
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SpecialS
Mon.- Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl
5-Bpm

Shrimp
Cocktail
81.00
·This Week:
H. Hopper

!"'

~
S::"

fPIE'(!!fl4 OOAI1Jfl40CD

charismatic couple, entertiunmentwise.
·~
· Thomas Soto took a second place
for oral· interpretation of three
poems, including Sandburg's Jazz
Fantasia. Solo's interpretation
could not match the stregnth and
subleties of these rather abrupt .
poems.
Vince Ertz took a third in music
with his classical guitar work. His
iransitions were basically rough
hiding some of the good musical
ideas that were there. Surprisingly
John Lindsay took third in the nonmusic area with a dn1m solo.
Drums are musical instruments but
that's the way the drum rolls.
.. Jack Fortner and Dave Garcia
did an enjoyable combination of
·song and comedy. Voices were
strong and comedy . somewhat
refreshing. Town Club provided a
cute and original presentation
dressed like infants doing a
pantomine in vaudeville style.
Humpty Dumpty on the trumpet
was quite amusing.
Phil Hernandez, looking as if he
was mesmerized by a hypnotist,
performed quite nicely on "The
Way We Were" and "You Light
Up My Life." It's rough singing
with no accompaniment.. Jeremy·
Brown .in the style of John Prine
sang a couple of folk ballads. His
voice and songs lacked variation
and excitement.
Unfortunately the gong went to
Catherine Gonzales who performed
four
numbers.
Without
microphones her voice ricocheted
out of our hearing range. The show
• biz term for it is "a bomb."

"

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Saturday night's game with
Wichita State will be a first for the
UNM football team, but what the
Lobos are really looking for is a
second; win that is.
The 1977 homecoming game
between the Lobos. and ~he
Shockers will be the first meeting
·between the two squads. Wichita

State is a member of the Missouri
Valley Conference.
Unlike the Lobos who have lost
four games in a row, the Shockers
<tre coming off their secopd win of
the season two weeks ago -against
Tulsa 38-26.
Last weekend the Lobos started
out slow again giving up 17 points
before they they were able to mount

A

Young Lady's
adventure!
open 9:00 til?

A Fine Orin king Establishment

5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250

We know they are thereadvanced beyond our imagination.

--

'·· ~ .
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[;.,,. · Sophomore' tight end Chris Combs had better have
"sticky fingers" Saturday night to aid the_ Lobo passing
game.
"
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Eric 'Paco' Boutilier

Columbia

& ~-

fATSO
SUBS

j;

2206 Central SE
.255-3696
Mon.·Thurs.I0-10
Fri.·Sat.10-12
Sunday 19:30-6 pm.

m
"WE ARE MUSIC"
ACROSS FROM FAT HUMPHREY'S
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$399
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. JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO·
Models availablewith oil enjector

Oldest Mopea dealer in N.M.
Call Don at 247-2404 for
correct information on Mopede

...~-

I

......

I

• New pair or reOew old
• Best prices • fast service

(Eubank and Candelaria
next to DairY Queen)

...

~We~!:;~~ear

• Hard - soft ·semi-hard

6904 Central S.E. 265-9619
(Across lrom the Fairground)
Gate No. 1

BUY1,
.GET1

FREE

Monday · Friday
5:00 .. 9:00

Boogie To:

ylder
UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday
~~

nt 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E

Good Fri.-Sun. with this ad.
Let's Go LOBOS!

..

~

HasA ·
:~ Homecoming
Special
For You!
Minestrone Soup
Garlic Bread
and Salad
Reg. $1.50.
Special $1.19

Eastbank Center:

(Pass List Suspended • Check Theatres tor Snow Times)
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Why have they come?

EAST DALE @ CORONADO
MONTGOMERY PLAZA

\

And don't forget tlie Bargain Room!
Our sign says Discount,
and we mean it!

' National Baseball League champs, Los A~geles Dodgers .tied the
1977 Baseball World Series Wednesday night m New York With a 6·1
romp over the yankees.
.
Hitting home runs for the Dodgers against pitcher Catf1sh Hu~ter
were Ron Cey, Steve Yeager, and Reggie ~mit?· ~teve Garvey h1t a
homer off relief pitcher Sparky Lyle in the mnth mmng.
.
The series resumes tonight in Los Angeles,' Dodg<;r ~tadJUm. The
opener was won by the Yanks)Vednesday 4-3 m extra mmngs.

0

3701 CENTRAL. N.E.

contacts?,

World Series Tied

ALBUM of the WEEK !

STARTS TODAY!

!?

"0"0
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DEALER

A Corral full ./
·of Bargains!!

I

GOODBUY

W~tnftr
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0
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MOPED~IKE

· 'IN'"agon
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"STARSHIP INVASIONS"
ROBERT VAUGHN
CHRISTOPHER lEE
MUSIC by Gil MELLE • Execulive Pra!ucers EARL A GLICK &NORMAN GLICK
Produced by NORMAN GLICK. EO HUNT & KEN GOAD • lM'illen & D~reoted by ED HUNT
AHAl ROACH
StudiOSPresentstmn
AYWnorC..m-~~~:;l~~:c~:;~~
c 1971
l'h<>1 Inc.

any kind of offense against Arizona leading Lobo tackler through five
State.
games with 10 tackles per game.
The Lobos should not have as
much trouble as they have in their
The game begins at 7:30 p.m.
last four games moving the ball
with
homecoming festivities at half
against the Shockers this Saturday
time.
night~
.
UNM football coach Bill Mondt
said, "We've got good receivers,
Noel (Mazzone) can throw the ball
and he received really good
protection against the Sun Devils.·•·
After winning their first game of
Malcen of Hand Made.
Indian Jewelry
the season against West Texas State
14-10, the Shockers then dropped
OLDTOWN
its next three. One of those defeats
was to down-state UNM rival New
Mexico State, 24-12.
Without a dobut, the hardest
part of the Lobos' s schedule is
of'
over. But by no means can the
Lobos sit back and take it easy. A
win over Wichita State Saturday
night should be good for the morale
on the Lobo squad.
The 45 points scored against the
Lobos last weekend moved the
Men's Flares /
'Pack up in the standings as far as
Color~?,
Plain,
points scored .against a team go.
UNM have given up an a average of
Stripe; Plaids \
43-2 points a game.
up to $6.99 pr.
Offensive standouts for the
Lobos this weekend to look for are
Ladies Western'\
split end .Preston Dennard, who
Blouses ,
went over 2000 yards with his 41
$4.00 to $6.00 ea.
against ASU last weekend, and
Mike Williams, the fleet fullback
Clearance Sale i'or
who rushed for the tenth 100-yardHikers-Ranchers:
plusgame.
Quilted Ja.ckets
On the defense, sophomore
values up to $29.95
defensive end Charles Baker is the

§?

0

Lobos Looking for Number Two

Barb Pringle and Tammy Totoro
each category.
Winners of the musical division
were Tammy Totoro and Barb
Pringle. I was worried that the
musical portion was running dry
that night until these beautiful
ladies came along, !Totaro with
simple guitar runs rode in with the
lead alto voice, but it really started
to gel when the angelic soprano
voice of Pringle capped the precise
harmony. The duet's medley was
indeed worthy of the reward.
. "P aco "
Juggler supreme E nc
Boutilier, in his second straight
talent show, performed a difficult
set of tricks to capture the nonmusical prize. It was a thrill to see a
master at his art.
Jim Lockian and Megan Harley
captured second place on the
strength of Kris & Rita song
"Loving Arms." Lockian showed
signs of good guitar work and voice
mixed in with the full voice and
them a
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Tucker Action Resu.111es

Perry's Pizza
.

Thick Square Sicilian Pizza
By The Slice_ And Pan
• Salad Combinations
• Sandwiches
2004 Central

S~E..

• Call Ahead 843·9750

The Sandia Kiwanis
and

,,

After the second day of women's
play at the Tucker Invite, first day
leader Florida was tied by Arizona
State. Both teams are deadlocked at
636.

·Behind Garbacz is ASU· golfer .
Vicki Singleton with a score of !54.
In third place is Hollv .Harley of
Tulsa at 155, in fourth is Chris
Johnson of Arizona <tt 156; and a tie·
for fifth is between Kelly' of Fuiks.
Florida remained on top as a of ASU, Mary Beth Murphy of
result of the fine play of sophomore SM U, an Cindy Lincoln of Texas;
Lori
Garbacz
who
was all with. scores of! 57.
Wednesday's leader ·and was also
ihe l~ader after Thursday's round.
Garbacz finished Thursday's . The UNM women improved their
secorid round with a 76 stroke total. performance on Thursday as th~
fern lin~ers moved into· seventh
· Her·score going into the last round place from eight with a 665 two-day
today is 148.
total.

UNM women Nancy Romero
and Barbar Berry came in with
scores of78 and 79 respectivelv.
.
Women's coach Henry Sandles
said, "We played more to . our
potential. A 665 is still a high score
for us though. In college golf, you
gQt to take your time."

I
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Today is the last round of
women's play and the men and the
Tucker
Invitational
finish
Saturday.

I
1

Against Air Force JV

I

Popejoy Hall
Travel Adventure Film

"All Aboard
For Siberia"

•

Wolfpups.Piay
Finale
.
.

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The last game of the season for
the UNM freshman football team
will be· played today at Colorado
Springs against the Air Force
· Academy J.V. squad.
The Wolfpups, who failed to

presented by

William Stockdale
Sunday, October 16-7:30 p.m.
Public- $2,00
Students, Faculty/Staff- $}.50
Five-Admission Passes Only $4.00
Box Office Opens at 6: 30

score on a two point conversion
attempt, were defeated 17-16 by the
Texas Tech J. V. in their first game.
Last week they rallied in the
fourth quarter and converted two
two-point attempts and tied NMMI
16-16.
Frosh quarterback Brad Wright
said during halftime, when UNM
trailed NMMI 16-0, "We were in
kind of a daze."
Safety James Bell said he knows
little about the Falcons J. V. team,
but said, "We'll be in for a pretty
good game."
Bell, a freshman from
Albuquerque High, said, "I think
I've been playing okay. I've had
this ankle injury and I'm sort of
' proud of myself, playing as good as
1 have."

The Falcons are 1-0 on the season
with a 24-21 win over Bakersfield
Calif. Junior College.
Wright has hit 17 of 41 passes
this year and his best target has
been Carl Foster, who caught five
passes against NMMI. Foster did
not play in the first game.
"We're pretty close on this team.
We have to get it together against
Air Force," Wright said.
Bell said of himself, "I can do
better," and said of his team,
"Everybody's pulling together."
Gary Griffen is coaching the
freshman because of Reese Smith's
heart attack which has him in
Presbyterian Hospital.

.
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Wright said, "We know what we
need to do and we'll get it don~."

Women Sp_ikers
To Las Cruces
A very young UNM women's ~olleyball team will travel to Las Cruces to
play Arizona State, Arizona and Northern Arizona Friday and Saturday.
The Lobos, consisting of 12 freshmen; three sophomores and one senior,
will try to improve upon their 1-1 Intermountain Conference record and
stay in contention for a regional playoff berth.
Coach Barbara Butler said, "We've been improving every week. They
played good in the first game last week."
.
UNM won its first conference game in two years with a victory over
Weber State. Their loss came from the hands of Utah State.
"Tpey're going to develop into a real good team," Butler said of her
young squad.
Las Cruces is ~eing useq as a meeting place for the four schools and
UNM will not play New Mexico State until later in the year, Butler said.
"We're still learning the fundamentals," Butler said.
The UNM women will play two games on Friday with the other game
bein!! played Saturday morning.

A

Hamecaminr:J Qance
Featurin':l "

TRAVELLER
Saturday,Dctaber15
!I:!JD p.m. - ·1:DD a.m.
in the
Stu·dent Unian Ballraam
·Admissian will be

FREE

,·

_)J

The
Alumni Association
Invites all seniors
to the Tamale Fiesta
Saturday from 4:30
to 7 in the Arena

j

Pickup
your free ticket
, today in the SUB
Alumni Office

- Thinks college is one big time-out.
Holds school record for most games played.
once managed to drop 7 passes and 3 courses In same day.
cal drinks Lite Beer from Miller because irs less filling.
With his schedule he can't afford to get filled up.
Today he has to be in two places at once.
Insists on playing center and quarterback.
spends spare time going to class.

Liti Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted in a beer. And less.
'
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City Hosts Rugby Classic
Harlequins, and Barbariqns (all of
Denver), Breckenridge. Houston
Heathens, Austin Etacks, Uld
Pueblo of Tuscan, Tempe,
Oklahoma
University,
and
Oklahoma City.
The five Rio Gr<!nde Union
teams are, El Paso,. Santa :Fe,
Albuquerque Aardvark A side and
B side, and UNM.
The women's teams are the

Big time rugby returns to
Albuquerque this weekend with the
Sixth Annual High Desert Rugby
Classic, sponsored by Budweiser.
Sixteen teams from five states will
compete in the men's division;
while eight teams from four states
will comprise the women's division.
The ·men's teams include: The
Highlanders,
Old
Boys,

No matter whether
~t:ri'"
you're going or
'~ Homeeoming we ean
paeli. you right:

6307 Menaul NEAcross from Coronado Center
881-5223

Houston Heathens, Austin Blacks,
Tempe, Denver Blues, Denver
Scarlet
Harlots,
Colorado
University, CSU, and Albuquerque ·
Sweathogs.
·
Preliminary matches get under .
way Saturday morning at 8:30 ani!
will continue until 6 p.m. 'Sunday
morning at 9 and I 0:30 will be the
men's semi-finals; at I ,p.m, the
women will play their final match
and the men's final follows at 3
p.m. Saturday's competition will be
If the UNM football team loses thjs weekend's homecoming game
at Johnson Fields while Sunday's
against Wichita Staate, who is there left to blame•
matches are scheduled for
AFTER LAST WEEKEND'S45-24 loss to Arizona State; a lot of
Albuquerque Sports Stadium at
finger-pointing has been going on in Albuquerque. The question is,
University and Stadium SE. There
whose finger is pointing in the right direction•
is no admission c,harge Saturday,
In an effort to-find out who's to blame for the Lobo's lackluster
but for Sunday $1 will be charged
showing for four straight weekends,. one city radio siation had
to cover the cost of the use of the
listeners call in and give their view on who's at fault.stadium.
Comments from '·'it's the coaches' fault" to "it's the players fault"
In the five years of its existence,
were given.
the classic has yet to be won by a
IS IT THATthe players are not playing to their potential, or is it '
Rio Grande Union team. That is
that the coaches aren't doing their job• Whose ever fault it is,
not likely to change this year as this.
'someone had better do something pretty quick or there is bound to be
is perhaps the greatest lineup of
a lot of disgruntled fims not showing up at the football games.
men's and women's teams in the
With the fine players the Lobos have, why the· four straight
five-state region,
drubbings" The Lobo offense was rated in the preseason as being
UNM is stronger this year than i!l
.
explosive. So far, it seems as if the fuse hasn't even been lit.
the recent past , .
· ·The defense on the other hand, is young and inexperienced. But
after five games, four against teams that have shown fire power,
shouldn't the defense gain some kind of experience and use it in the
next game•
LAST WEEKEND,even the worst team in the nation, Texas
Christian, won a game. Also, Utah, previously without a win,
shocked Western Athletic Conference team Wyoming in Salt Lake

The Management &
staff wish· all Alumni
and students a
memorable
Homecoming

.·,

/;
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Our. speciality - Italian food

.Puon Appetito!

.

a~.

More than 22,000 fans showed up Saturday night at University
Stadium to see the Lobos and Arizona State play their last game ever
hoping the 'Pack would also come up with a win.
Being in the game for only 57 seconds docs not ensure a team, the
Lobos, a win.
With seven games left on the Lobo schedule, the Pack had better
come up with some wins to pull fans into the stands. Otherwise,
everyone will start looking foward to the bsketball season.
IT'S TRUE the Lobos have not had the easiest schedule to play.
Also, it's not the fault of the present sport's administration because
the 1977 schedule was set seven years ago by then acting Athletic
Director Pete McDavid.
The hour-glass of patience may be running for UNM fans but
regardless of that, the candle of confidence will still be burning in the
window of the Lobo football ranks.

·(IQssifieds

The Cougar ranks fell apart last
weekend in Oregon as Nielsen was
intercepted three times then lost for

#!!!""- -

---·
•

...

5626 Menaul Blvd. NE 255·3040

Will the person who phoned D.L. Gomez on We.:!,
morning. 10/5, please ~111! again; 242-0370. I nm
destitute wilhout 1,0. Reward offered. 10/18
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contracep.
tlon, srcrilization, abortion. l~ight to Choose, 294.
0171. 1213
Arlen A~hcr Jazz Quartet every Friday, S:JO to 7:30
• p.!Q,- M Ned's! 10/14
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM'.~ Andean
Center, Spring 1978, lnfonnalil;m, 229 Ortega Hall.
277~2636
10/2!1
CONTAC.TS?1 CASEY OPTICAL Compai1Y 1

R736.

WANTED: sing!!! woman, 2t.JO, imerested In sailing

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.
277-5907.
LOST: leather wallet, holds California Driver~
License. Please call 242.0370 or bring to Marron
Hall, Rm.J05. 10/14
LOST: brown purse at corner of Vassar& Lead, late
Saturday night. Despcnllcly needed! No questions
a~ked, Contact Racl1el at 242-3871 or 277•
5656. 10114

rs

R~servn~Jons

QA TYPING SERVICB. A complete typing and
editorial sy:;1em, nchn/cQI, general, legal, medical,
scho!nstie, Charts & tables. 345-2125. 1212
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now.
Call PENM 842·5200, tfn
...
TV PING; MA, English, on·(iampus, 296·8564. f.•
SERVE in the Peace Corp.~. Ortega 233. 2775907. "ts
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE 011 cUm.•nat!Ons,
reports, proposals, s~ript~, Frauenglass Associates,
344·8344. 11/18
NATIVE FRENCH will tutor lessons & conversations, 277~5574, 10/18

AIKIDO CLASSES
martial art
meditalion,
Sandia Judo Clubs, 255-4629. 10/20
FAMOUS QUIVIRA OOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is Vz block ff(llll Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Spe~ial order service, 10/17

4. HOUSING
29, wants ..roommate until Jon, 1, 2
10/17
R?OMMATE NEEDED to share clean apartment, 5
mEn Utes from UNM, $95.00/mortth plus phone. Call
betwecn4-6 weekdays. 26$-0781. 10/19
CAMPUS SPECIAL. J bdrm., mostly furnished,
yard. Only $119.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30,00
fee. 10/19
FOUR BLOCKS TO UNM. Air, neally furnished 1
bdrm,, $90.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. JO!J 9
APARTI\·tENT FOR RENT. I bedroom, Utilities
paid, 11ice yard, cat or small dog Possible. Nca.r campus. $110.00 a month, fully carpeted & furnished.
Call'243·7409. after 5 p.m. 10/18
SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down Cemral
available, Apaiiment includes modern kitchen.
Lounge, tcMaurant & swimming pool on premises.
12901 Central NE. 299-0434. 1212
FEMALl: -

bdrm. hous,e, Cnii26B-657~.

beat
Wichita!

SINGER FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top or
line, stlll guaranteed. Auto. bobbin winder, com()Uierizcd buttonholer, IOO's of fancy stiichcs. Reg.
$800.00; now S150.00 ca~h. 821-4256. 10126

10;/·v,'s' $)0 to $60. 441 $44$.00 round lnp, Rcsen'ntions lntcrconJincntal
~~'i'T,iif.;;;;;;~·~·2~"'7;;=---- Travel Centre, 12·0.265-9860, 10118
1959403 PEUGEOT, 266·4.547. 10/14

CLAY, '''"'• ""mlcol'l

8

MISCE LLANEOUS

STON!lWARil
spray
boolh,,ompresw,snraysun,89B·B927, 10/14
•
1973 HONDA SOD ,4 cyl, I;:xcellent colldition, e-xJriu, CHEAP WAT"R""D
296-8749. I0/17
I! PO: S! Water TripS'. ,$89 95 buys

1958 VOLVO PV444. Great eiiJ~ine, good body.
$$00.00 firm. Mike, 243-7387, J0/19 •
1966 VOLKSWAOEN, S6SO.OO
clean interior
excellcn! for fransporlntion, 298·0481. I0/19
'
Latest fashion sweaters have just arrived. Many different styles to choose from at Jess than Y.i price: from
$5.00 on. California Fshion Outlet, 2318 Central SE,
across from campus. 266·6872, l0/J7
1966 Impala; runs well: ac, ps, pb, at. Asking
$550.00. 277-3479, Dennis. 10/14
200 mm lens: excellent condition, best offer; eves.
only, 268·8025. 10/20
1971 HONDA 450: good condition, $450.00 • .8980493. J0/14

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work In the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277-

work
in person
only.
PART TIME, 6-10 p.m •• six women to do phone
work, Earn$3.00 to $3.50 per hr. in salary& bor~uses.
Contact Frank Panzer at Howard Johnson Motor
Lodge, 243-5693. 10/14
PART TIME, evenings & weekends, 10-IS hours per
WCI.!k, Neat, personable, Rug Crafters- Coronado
Center. 10!14
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTORS NEEDED. 8
hr~ 'week at SJ.OO/hr. Contact AlbUqtjerque Parks&
Rccrcmlon Dept., Tom Nilson, 766·7427 or 76646H7.

10r2S

lobo •

beat
Wichita!

Open 9:00 til?

roam comfort pnd, 4) any size mattress with 3-YC<\r
guarantee; .$89.95. 3407 Central NE. 255.~289. ll/1
HANDSTJTCH CO-OP, quality handmade clothing,
2000 Cen1ral .SE, New members always
welcome. IO/t4
ART CONSIGNMENTS needed for SoUI/)w.cst glft
shQp,Cull24J•:Sil5. l0/17
WRITERS & ARTISTS: Find an outlet for tha~
~tifled creativity with the UNM literary magazine. Get
ln at the formative stage~. Mce!lng Wedne~da)'j
10/19, 7p_,m.,Of!egQ2l7, 10/19

9.

FELINES

AOQPTION: beautiful, small cat; unique gold·
rippled c:yes; V1:r)l affectionate, Cnll 294·

)'OU-I)_d_"'_k_w_al~nu~I~SI=ai:•"="~fr~'":"~·:"~'~":''~;:"":e~r,~J)~-4=2=01::,::::'0::/1:4===========-

QUt;.E_N _SEALY·
spring & matlress. Good
eo•JdHJ(ln, Cal! after 5 p.m,268·3477. J0/17
1969 VW BUG, AM/FM casscite, Great shape sharp
looking litile CAt, Good gas saver. 869·2951. {0/17
~Qq(~ELL 44RO scientific calculator, Many funcllons Wllh memory, $18,00. Architc;ct's lamp, $20,00,
821-8136. 10/17
TYPEWRITER, cffice size manual, $80,00. Cii.ll
"Dave; 266·27ll.lf no answer; 765·5671. 10/17
60'' dl'aftlng table, $25.00; antique bureau, $160,00;
MAMIYA C3 21/.i camera, $50.00.765-5726, J0/18
1975 SILVER GRAY NOVA 6, 2 door sedan auto
transmission, I female owner, excellept condi!iol!~
blue-book retail $2(100,00, sell for $2300,00. Phone
._.345-2359. weekends & nights, days 831-11 II ext.
2fl/, !0/19
...
,
I

beat
Wichita!

\Vilde..ness

i\t lll!crcantinemal Travel Centre 12·6
101/8
'
•

DENVEH·~<'RAN_KFURT Christmas Chart~r.

.

box

3. SERVICES

5. FOR SALE

lobo

265-9860,

~~yo~~~gDN~.~~;.'~;Bl7Lb

lobo

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Boer and
Crimean

41 Soapstone

5 Rattletrap
9 Moved at

46 As hard as-

UNITED Feature Syndicate

43 Drink after a

Puzzle SQived.

drink

44 Primitive
45 Inferior

top speed

49 Shell
fragments
53 Staunch
15 Exhort
54 Zodiac sign
1 6 Elicit
55 Overhang
17 Space56 Break up a
travel agcy.
sentence
18 College org. 57-·-- Boleyn
19 VII
58 Revolve
59 Horse
20 Convey
60 Salad
from one to
ingredient
another
61 Recital of
22 Least
adulterated
events
23 Thing .
DOWN
accomplished 1 Destitullon
24 Machine
2 Axillary
parts
3 Singer---25 ------fiddle
Ponseile
28----- 7-4 Superior
kind: Poker
person
hand
5 Breathed
32 Almost
heavily
33 Tories'
6 Miscalculated
oppos ilion
7 Sea weed
34 Female:
8 Caress
Informal
9 Takes up
35 FP.IIow:
again
Informal
10 Opposed
36 Metric units 11 Shoreline
37 Cut
recess
lengthwise 12 -·-·out:
38 Trickery
Supplements
39 Sate of a
13 Fender
plow
blemish
40 Reporter's
21 Forced to
question
depart
14 "Thank&
----1''

22 Pieces
40 Command lo
24 Sound hara horse .
moniously 42 Stir up
25 Icelandic
43 Instrument

narratives

26 German

45 Suffix with

micro and
president
mega
27 Graphite46 Horned
clay crayon
vipers
.18 Buy at a
given store 47 Statistic:
Abbr.
29 Stares at
30 Laissez----- 48 Pulled apart
31 Make
49 Math. quan·
different
lily
33 Reduce to
50 California
shreds
city
36 Move
51 Morally bad
effortlessly 52 Unaspirated
37 Most acute
consonant
39 Hmdered in 54 Scientist's
growth
works hop

Opef! 9:00 til?

•.

Wildct•ncss
Pltotogt•aphy
Clinic
Learn the crculi\'c
usc of the aanun camera
in the wlldcntcss from
.\tun G.l\.cnnish 111,
photogtaphc•·, and l '.'\;\!
\\' ildcrncss Expct'icncc
i nslructor.
Class l'lceb:
7:00p.m. Fri. Oct. 21
9:00 a.tu. Sat. Oct. 22
(All day f'lcld trip)
7:00p.m. \\'cd. Xo\'. 2
Fcc: ~12.00
Enrollment limited to
15 Come in to rcscn•e
place call
.
or277-5HH
for more lnf(l.
)'Oil I'

:tm~-4876

Some things never change.
Wed, Oct 19 thru Tues. Oct 25

Clark Gable Charles Laughton

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

1935

I

PLUS MOVIETONE NEWS & "CALICO DRAGON"

I

SUNSHINE THEATRE

I

CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

t**********************************¢

6:00p.m. Friday: Retreat at Edgewood
Call for more information
9:15 a.m. Sundays:
College Sunday School Class
Central United Methodist Church
One block west of UNM-215 PineNE

5:30 p.m. Sundays: Meal
6:15 p.m. Sundays: Powergroup
·

Counseling Always Available

At the United Ministries Center
1801 Las Loma"SNE, 247-0497
One block Noeth of Scholes Hall
Spollsored by the Dlsciples of Christ, the United Church
of Christ, the United Methodist Clwrch, and the Ur1ited
Presbyterian Church ill the USA.

·""l

LOST: turqUotse & gold rin~, womel]'s bathroom,
PL & L hall, 247-4903, Fmnces, 10118
LOST: gold wire rim glas~es, Zimmerman parking
lot, Janice, 345-33)2 between 8-5, I0/14
BILL SNYDER claim your wallet In Marro11 Hall,
Rm, 105. 10/:ZO

265·

CliRIS~MAS FlfGHTS? Th/uk now, flY hucr!

·In advance,

Open 9:00 til?

United Campus Ministry

'

LOST AND FOUND

2.

Del Jones, 22, has been named to assist Sports Information Director
John Gonzales at UNM.
Jones, a spring graduate of UNM, spent the summer working as a sports
·
writer for the San Angelo, Tex., Standard-Times.
"We were fortunate to be able to land a young man of Del's caliber,"
Gonzales said. "He's had more than two years experience in the sports
information field here at UNM and will be a vital asset to the entire athletic
department."
Jones worked for two years as a sports information student assistant at
UNM and served on year (1974-75) as the sports editor of the New Mexico
Daily LOBO.

Person~]

255~

tfn

adventure, Bahamas etc. Send resume, pl1oto,
questions to Free Spirit, Star Route,- Box 135,
Placita~. N. M_ex. 87043 10/14
20\1/11 DISCOUNT to UNM students, faculty and Sl!lff
nl Foothills Child Development Center, Kindergarten, pre-kindergarten, pre-school and dil)' care
available. Excclli.!ntfacilitil.!s, 122l 5 Towner NE. ,2943703 l0/14
WHERE CAN YOU find a natural cigarette? Mini
llidis are at Pipe & Tobacco Road - ingredients:
5pcarmin1, gignnnc swallow wort, thornapplc, lloly
bas-Il, ma;oram, sour orange, pappaya. (107 Cornell
SE), 10/17
WE KNOW YOUR BIRTHDAY is coming up soan,
So don't fake It, D.M. 10/14
HAPPINESS JS a gently sloping rnmp up to a wide
balhroomdaor! I0/14
Dl'ar Anna: Thank you for the Mint•Bidis that you
bought at Pipe & Tobac\:Ll Road, 107 Cornell
SE. 10/20
1 NEED A TUTOR in Computer Programming, Must
be knowledgeable in PAL-B, FORTRAN, a11d SAUR
programming. $4,00 per ]lour, needed immediately.
Cnl1268-2834, ask for AI, 10/14

five weeks
the left knee.
The 5-0 Rams, 2-0 in the WAC,
and BYU play the only conference
game this weekend. Other WAC
teams playing are Arizona State at
Air Force, Texas-El Paso at San
Diego State, Utah State at Utah and
Wichita State at New Mexico.

Discussions, Sharing, Recreation

CGIIIh

-·

PERSONALS

1.

Jones Named As
Assistant SID

I

Termer

7. TRAVEL
CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! 1•T.• C, 12-6,
>'860, 10/JS

~~(),dlino: 12 noon ·for ~ext doy 1s j,apet matron _Hall rm. 105

Around the
Western Athletic Conference
leader Colorado State may in be for
some easy pickings this weekend as
they host the Gifford Nielsen-less
Brigham Young Cougars.

RQt&a: 15c p&r word per dQy, $1 minimum •
5 or more conse~utlve dQys,
.~c per word per dQy
·
(no refunds If fQnceled before 5 Insertions).
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10-3pm Do.ily
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POPEYE
On Video.Tape

~
~

*
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~

17-21

In meso. Lounge in the
N.E. corner of the
SUB o.cross from Prontos

fREE

Sponsored b~
student o.ctivities

**
*
fREE. ~*

Dynaco has made improvements on specifications and sound to bring
audiophiles state·of-the-art equipment. Build the Dynaco PAT-5 FET
improved pre-amp and the Stereo 416 amplifier and you've built the best
equipment
can b

~
.~

·

· ·

~

•

Come in to Sound
and
new
Dynaco - the
Phase IIi model 80. Dynoco engaged in extensive research and design
investigoilon to bring you a line of speok'!rs that promise accuracy as
genuine as the recorded sound itself.
The Sound Ideas listening rooms are open Monday and Thursday
evenings unllf 8:00 pm. and other days until 6:00pm,

sundays.

dosed

Souno

1624 Eubank NE, Albuquerque, 292-1188
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Mon. - Fri., 10-9
Sat., 10-7, Sun, 12-5
· PI'! one 294-2411
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save 205.75
on this
Marantz - Garrard. . total
stereo sound system I
I

Marantz 2226 receiver.
310.00
Garrard 440-M turntable .......... 114.85
Marantz HD-44 speakers, pair ..... 179.90
Total value.................... , . 604.75
Marantz 2226 AM/FM stereo receiver
has 26 watts minimum RMS per channel
at 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no
more than 0.3% total harmonic distortion,
both channels driven.
Garrard 440·M turntable comes complete with base, dust cover and cartridge.
Maraotz HD·44 speakers feature 3-way
system with an 8" woofer, 3" midrange
and 3" tweeter. 60 watts power handling
capacity. High definition series.
·
I

•••••••••

GOOD

. We sound better:

Lowest
Prices
Of The
Season

\\lmperiql 15" speakers
pair
Reg. 159,90 pair

s99

The Marantz "II'JlpenoilS" 3-way speaker system features o
10" woofer. 5" rnrdronge and o 3" tweeter wrth frequency
response of SO to 18.000 Hz lrghtweight speakers w1th t!1e
heavywerght sound. The "fmperrol15" werghts onry 19 lbs
and each measures 24x13xlOW' wrtha 3Swott coaoor:.tv

"lmperial18/l speakers
pair

$149

Reg. 299.90 pair
A durable qualrty speaker by Marantz. the 'n'Perror 18
3·wav system features o 12 woofer 4'h" mu:lrange and a
3" tweeter Frequency response ranges from 30 to 20000
Hi ihe po1r has o 50 wall hondlrng copob:lttv. wetghs :18
pounds and measures 2311!xJ41hx11" A super St'u!1d svstemr

"Imperial?" speakers
pair
Reg. 399.90 pair

$199

Marantz's best sellrng speaker or all time. the "lm;:ltlnal 7" hrgh
efficrency 3·way speaker system wrlh a 12" woofer, J'h"
mrdrange. llk' tweeter and a frequency tonge or JO Hz. to
20 kHz 100 watt copobilitv. 3 poSitron mrdranoe level selectorswilch Werghs4Sib each, measures2S'hx14'!.xl1W'.
Steteos
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